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Comparative Physical Land Use Impacts, Based on Regional Monopoly Status.
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Abstract
This thesis compares and contrasts the physical impacts and land use changes of casinos in four North
American communities, all within a one and a half hour driving distance of at least two million people.
Two of the U.S. communities have a competitive casino market. The other two communities each
have a newer regionally monopolistic casino, one Tribal owned and one Canadian Provincial owned.
One each of the monopolistic and competitive casinos are in small host communities, while the
remaining two are within larger urban contexts. This defines a matrix based on the host community
size (large or small), and the casino market model (competitive or regionally monopolistic).
Expected Outcomes
Model: Regional Monopolistic Casino Market: Competitive Casino Market:
Urban-Monopolistic: (Casino de Montr6al, Qu6bec) Urban-Competitive: (Atlantic City, NJ)
Large - Greatest physical adaptation to existing access - Second greatest physical adaptation to existing
Urban * modes, municipal infrastructure, and services. * access, city infrastructure, and services. *
Context * Greatest concentration of land use impacts, with - Third in efficient use of the land and resources,
broadest planning control available. 0 planning controls and revitalization. 0
Town-Monopolistic: (FoxWoods, Ledyard, CT) Town-Competitive: (BlackHawk / Central City)
Sm all - Third best physical adaptation to smaller access - Least physical adaptation to existing access
Town * network, infrastructure, and services. * modes, town infrastructure, and services. *
Context - Second most efficient or compact use of the land - Least efficient and compact land and resource
and resources. Second best planning controls. 0 use, least planning controls available.
Table 0.1
This thesis seeks a deeper understanding of the contributions the two variables, casino market model
and community size, have as predictors of physical impacts and land use changes incurred by the
introduction of casinos on host communities. Each axis of the matrix represents a hypothesis.
Hypothesis One is: larger community size aids in minimizing physical impact and provides better
infrastructure and access, whether the introduced casino industry is monopolistic or competitive. Based
on the other matrix axis, Hypothesis Two is: a regionally monopolistic casino produces less
displacement on the land and promotes balance among competing land uses, whether in small or large
host communities. Together these first two hypotheses and the subsequent matrix form a more
complex Hypothesis Three to be tested, based on the four possible combinations of host-community-
size and casino-market-model defined by the matrix. The combined hypothesis expects to predict
impacts and displacements of existing uses, based on which of the four model combinations a host
community best emulates. Four casino hosting community cases have been chosen to represent each
possible combination of host community size and casino market models, represented in the matrix.
From a physical planning perspective, Hypothesis Three is tested to see if the matrix, (or its two
founding hypotheses), can be used as a reliable predictor or rule for assessing impact and displacement
for these four cases, and possibly for wider applications. This is based on acceptance of four
assumptions: first, there is access to at least two million people within an hour and a half; second,
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ownership or enabling control of regionally monopolistic casinos rests with a government and/or tribal
nation (but not necessarily operated by them); third, that regional monopolistic casinos reside in one
basic structure per region; and fourth, riverboat casinos are excluded due to their ability to lift anchor
and just move elsewhere-this causes very fluid dynamics and deserves its own investigation.
Initially, casino and community impact issues are defined and the scope of study is narrowed to
eliminate variables where feasible. An overall history of gambling is developed. Then, the four case
communities are individually reviewed, summarizing their unique and historic development before,
during and after the introduction of casinos. One additional assumption is the importance of
understanding the history and roots behind an area's dynamics, affecting community priorities and
choices. Community physical evolution during the most recent wave of gambling is covered,
specifically addressing impacts on access, infrastructure, displacement and land use changes over time.
Methods of formal and informal data gathering included: full library searches of periodicals, books, and
national databases; visits, site and aerial photos; local interviews, local government document and news
searches; and gathering of other documentation, like tourist information, locally available.
These cases were not chosen in a blind or random way, nor is the sample size large enough for
empirical analysis allowing inference beyond the four cases presented here. This case study is meant as
an aid to community decision makers and politicians that have, or are considering, casinos. It is hoped
that they learn from the experiences of the four differing examples represented, and their related
analyses. Canada contains only monopolistic casinos, while the U.S., with the exception of Tribal
operations, has no true regionally monopolistic casinos. Many states, however, run monopolistic
lottery gambling. For different sized communities considering casinos, the effects of choosing different
casino market models are questioned for how this decision might affect expected impacts and the
control over future levels of physical development and planning control the community may retain.
Both concrete and inferential evidence indicates that all four host communities were physically altered
by the introduction of casino(s). Evidence further indicates that the small town competitive casinos in
BlackHawk & Central City, Colorado, proportionally had the least prepared access and infrastructure,
and the least control over land development and use changes. The competitive casinos in the urban
host community of Atlantic City, New Jersey, demonstrated the second highest levels of access but the
third greatest levels of displacement and hampering of land use issues. The monopolistic Tribal casino,
FoxWoods, in the small Town of Ledyard, Connecticut, had the third most impacts on access and
infrastructure, especially traffic and parking, but ranked second greatest in the level of compactness of
development, and displacement of existing environments and land uses. Finally, the large host
community of Montreal, with the monopolistic "Casino de Montreal," is most suited to its context,
showing only moderate added, but sought-after, demand on the physical environment and
infrastructure, both due to existing abundant access and infrastructure capacity, and to its moderate
scale in relation to Montreal. Casino de Montr6al fulfilled overall expectations, and met the limited
objectives set forth in both city wide and neighborhood master plans.
Using the individual founding hypotheses based on host community size, or the casino economic
model, proved less helpful in predicting impacts on access, transit, displacement and changes in land
use, than when combined as a matrix. The four cases fulfilled expected outcomes to a much greater
degree. In a brief comparison with other casino hosting communities, the matrix appeared to work
well. At a minimum for these four communities, the variables of casino market monopoly status and
host community size together can be considered contributory as a predictor of the extent of expected
physical impacts on access, infrastructure, and land use changes, due to the introduction of a casino(s).
Thesis Supervisor: Melvin H. King Adjunct Professor of Urban Studies and Planning.
Thesis Reader: Philip Herr Adjunct Professor of Urban Studies and Planning.
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Section I. Introduction
Overview, Definitions, and a Background to Casino Community Issues
Why have I chosen to study the physical and land use impacts relating to the introduction
of casinos into communities? Chapter One answers this. It focuses the scope of study,
and limits out some other related areas, like the highly fluid River Boat Gambling Industry.
Types of casino market communities are defined, as are the reason why four highly
dissimilar cases were chosen for study. Explanations are provided, for reasons and methods
of aggregating individual competitive casinos into regional competitive markets. In addition
Chapter One discerns why certain physical impacts are included, yet other areas of analysis
are excluded.
Chapter Two briefly defines the roots of North American historic betting trends as a whole,
to set the context for further chapters. The historic waves of gambling over time are
covered from before the revolutionary war, to the present and beyond. It explores
Gambling as one of the fastest growing industries today. Finally this section finishes with
some questions or tests to keep in mind, about community impacts that may be important
in considering the net physical impact of introducing different types of local casinos.
Chapter 1.
Scope and Rationale for Physical & Land Use Impact Analysis of Casino Communities
To date, my research has yet to uncover any work utilizing aerial and ground photographs
of changes inland use, or other visual documentation of physical alterations that are attributable to
the introduction of casinos in a community. Independent studies have covered vast topical areas
such as the effects of casinos on employment and growth potential, opening casinos for local
economic stimulation, effects of proximity to casinos on addictive and binge gambling, effects on
property values near and far, effects on criminal activities ranging from under-age gambling to
murder and the syndicates, and many other fields. In a parallel way to how cigarette companies
fund their own research, the casino industry funded research covers many similar topical areas as
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independently funded objective research, but often the hypotheses or conclusions appear biased or
suspicious in nature. "The research used by public officials to evaluate projects is often done by
the gambling industry itself,"' says Robert Goodman, Director of the United States Gambling
Study. According to John Warren Kindt, a Professor of Law at the University of Illinois,
"focusing on local economies and short term impacts (when studying the impacts of legalized
gambling), is extremely misleading." 2
Most Regionally Monopolistic Casinos in North America are fewer than four years old.
For several reasons it is hard to gain data from them. Tribal Reservations are considered by the U.S.
Government as Sovereign Tribal Nations. In terms of many numeric forms of data, it is neither in
their interest nor required of the tribes to offer any other data than what they have agreed to in the
tribal compact with the host state. For example, in Connecticut the slot machines are audited since
the Tribal Nation gives 25% of the take or $80 million dollars, whichever is greater, on slots
revenue to the State. It is additionally due to the recent appearance of both Canadian and Tribal
run monopolistic gambling halls, and the lack of reporting requirements from monopolistic casinos,
that little data for research has appeared. Many other public casinos, both competitive and
monopolistic, opened after the 1990 census, which is a source of data most commonly used in
demographic analysis. Limited numeric data allows only limited numeric analysis. However this
doesn't stop physical and visual analysis of impacts from monopolistic and competitive casinos.
Research is specifically scarce contrasting visible and physical impacts to regionally monopolistic
casino communities with communities containing multiple and competitive market casinos. For a
physical urban planner, visual analysis of casino impacts over time is the objective. The focus is
on the introduction of casinos into communities and the subsequent attributed material changes. Is
there a predictable difference on impact to a community's infrastructure and land-use over time,
based on the criteria of casino market status and/or host community size? I proceed not with an eye
1 Goodman, Robert.;"Legalized Gambling as a Strategy for Economic Development," P. 16,
United States Gambling Study, March '94, Aspen Institute and Ford Foundation Funded.
2 Kindt, John Warren, "The Economic Impacts of Legalized Gambling Activities," Drake Law
Review, Vol.: 43, page 57, '94.
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toward judgment, but to illustrate four very different outcomes based on these four very different
case communities.
Procedure & Methodology
Research began with library and computer searches of national databases containing most
books, local or published theses, journals, and other periodicals, including those produced by the
casino industry. During this process a log or database of all casinos encountered has been compiled
on an Excel spreadsheet. From this listing of over three hundred casinos and one hundred and
twenty aggregated locations, four casino hosting communities were chosen, not in a random
manner, but rather in a way to represent one example each of a matrix based on the regional
monopolistic status and the size of the host community.
Model & Matrix of Casino Community Markets
Casinos can be considered as individual facilities, or as aggregated markets as a whole. It is
in this aggregate light that this case study takes place. For an urban physical planner, the focus is
on casino markets as a whole. This precludes the envisioning of casinos as individual entities
unless they are a monopoly-exclusive for that greater region. For a physical planner in Atlantic
City, for example, the interest lies not just with the Showboat Casino & Lounge, but with all
twelve local casinos and the city as a whole. The focus is centered on cumulative and net physical
impacts all the casinos have on greater Atlantic City. So it is at this wider level of the city,
township or county that I geographically aggregate casino communities and markets. For North
America this limits the different categories of "casino community markets" to two major fields of
classification:
A: Host Location or Setting: urban, small town, or rural.3
B: Casino Market Model: competitive market, or regionally exclusive (monopolistic).
For example, Montreal is an urban regionally monopolistic casino community market.
Atlantic City is an urban competitive host community. The adjacent towns of BlackHawk and
Central City, Colorado on the other hand, are combined as small host towns with competitive or
3 As an urban planner I've excluded the smallest, most rural casino locations.
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capitalistic casinos to the point of saturation, but within sixty minutes of metro Denver, with over
two million people. FoxWoods, based in the small town of Ledyard, Connecticut, is actually on
the Mashantucket-Pequot Nation, Tribal Reservation. Although two or three smaller casinos are
due to open nearby, FoxWoods is currently a regional monopoly, and the largest most profitable
casino operation in the world. There are some casinos markets in small communities or rural areas,
like the former mining town of Dead Wood in South Dakota, but the small potential market within
a day's drive makes it more of a resort in nature. Dead Wood, South Dakota and many of the
smaller Indian reservations have no large urban customer base residing nearby from which to draw
their business. BlackHawk and Central City are nearly identical to the former mining town of Dead
Wood, South Dakota, except for a large adjacent population (market). These two Colorado towns
have been inundated by the casino industry while Dead Wood has maintained a more controlled and
steady growth. This partially illustrates why proximity to a large market or close transit is
important. Due to the need to limit as many variables as possible and keep with the theme of
urban impacts, all the case communities exclude market regions with less then two million people in
a two-hundred mile radius, like Dead Wood.
Here is a brief review, first of the similarities and then differences between land based
casino community markets in North America, reflected in the four case study choices. First, here is
a little background leading to some similarities. The Indian Gaming Enabling Act of 1988 created
three classes of gambling. Class I includes traditional Indian social games and rests totally under
tribal control. Class II includes games such as bingo and "non-banking" card games like poker,
popular in the card houses in California. Class III includes everything else, including the first two
classes. So it would add lotteries, banking games like blackjack and baccarat, slot machines, other
electronic games, and video poker.4' 5 Although I only include one Tribal run casino that would fall
under the Act of 1988, this helps define that all four of the case communities are similar to the
Class III definition of gaming. Some may have a limit or two placed on them, but all the casino
4 Sylvester, Kathleen, "Indians Bet the Lure of the Dice: High Stakes Indian Gambling," Page
30-31, GOVERNING, Trends, July, 1993
5 Glass, Pamela, Ottaway News Service, "Congress Struggles to Change Indian Gaming Law,"
Page A 13; Cape Cod Times, Thursday, March 31, 1994
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market cases chosen are largely under the same set of rules with regard to the games they can play
and amounts they can wager.
Around a third of the Colorado casinos, half the Atlantic City casinos, many Gambling
River Boats, and the newest and largest casino in New Orleans all have at least one thing in
common: the estimates of their success were vastly overstated and they subsequently had to close
or file for bankruptcy (chapter 11).6,7 Much of this is to be expected in new competitive markets
such as in Colorado, while supply and demand work their way to an equilibrium. In Atlantic City,
this can be attributed to the plunge in property values around 1988 and 1989 and over leveraging
on inflated real estate assessments as occurred with Donald Trump. The New Orleans fiasco can
be attributed to poor market demand studies that treated the casino as a monopoly, when in fact all
the nearby Riverboat Casinos are near-substitutes to the new land based casino. Truer regional
monopolies like FoxWoods were used in market estimates, and the river boats were not taken into
account, producing an overestimate of success. Inversely, underestimates were made of industry
growth and volatility in Colorado, due partially to unforeseen interpretations of the gaming rules
by the Governor's appointed Casino Control Commission, and partially to impact of customer
underestimates based on communities like Dead Wood with its more remote location.
Of the following few differences contrasted in the four case communities, many have had a
limited effect since all the casinos in the same region are required to follow the same limitations.
One important economic consideration, FoxWoods Casino & Resort, is the only untaxed location,
except for the 25% slot donations to the state. BlackHawk/Central City differ in a limitation to
$5.00 maximum bets, but at table games, with splitting and upping antes, (all considered separate
bets), wagers can often reach $150 to $200 dollars per game. Casino de Montreal is closed daily
from 2:00 AM to 11:00 AM, while the other three locations are open 24 hours a day. Montreal
also has a dress code, unlike the others in general.
6 Goodman, Robert; The Luck Business: The Devastating Consequences And Broken Promises Of
America's Gambling Explosion, Page 68-71, Martin Kessler Books, The Free Press (Simon &
Schuster Inc., New York), 01995.
7 Shapiro, Harvey D., A Full House: Gambling, Hemispheres, Culture Section, Page: 82, 10/94
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Representative Casino Communities by Market Matrix Model
Model: Regionally Monopolistic Casino Community Competitive Casino Community
Urban Ville de Montreal, Quebec, Canada: Atlantic City, New Jersey: ('79)
Context: Casino de Montreal. (opened '93) 12 Oceanfront Large Casinos.
Town Ledyard Township, Connecticut: ('92) BlackHawk/Central City, CO:
Context FoxWoods High Stakes Bingo & Casino. Combined < 35 Casinos. ('91)
Table 1.1 (year opened)
Following the choice of these four case study locations, each community has been visited,
local officials interviewed, and photos or slides taken. Any information that could be locally
obtained such as news clips, maps, official documents (such as zoning, bylaws, codes and master
plans and relevant studies) have been collected where feasible. In the cases of Colorado, Montreal,
and Atlantic City, several trips were made. Additional telephone interviews were conducted with
all four locations as needed.
Due to the growing phenomena of casinos, there is a plethora of books on the topic, but
limited numbers are of a significant scholarly nature to be relevant to this work. Most are for the
"Gaming" consumer on various strategies to use in winning, or catalogs of locations with
percentage payoff ratios listed. Some are scholarly, but on other social or economic, non-physical
planning issues. However several published studies and books have been very helpful in
compilation of physical impacts such as: access capacity, current traffic volumes, road sizes,
demolished or expanded buildings (including housing), changes in demands for water, sewer, fire
departments, schools, parks, and other community services. Land use changes are just as
pertinent, including: overdevelopment, the loss of open space, paving of lower ground water
recharge areas, and encroaching on to less stable steep lands-endangering land slides, and all
impacts which redefine a community's identity and character.
There are some simple rules based on simple data or observable features like those listed
above, to predict a casino's possible impact to the host community, county, state/province, or
reservation. Concepts important for this involve the scale of the casino industry compared to the
community size, the quality, capacity and diversity of access to the community, the existing health
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and diversity of land uses existing in the community, and the proximity of the casino host to its
border and neighboring markets. To begin with, let's examine the 50% rule.
The > 50% Rule of External Customers
It is most beneficial to the local or regional government, in a place like Monte Carlo, if and
only if more money is brought in from the outside, then just recirculating money from within the
political boundaries of the area. Formally this is known as the 50% rule -where it is only
profitable to the government as a whole if more than half of the taxed take is from outside the
region -if more than half of the people are from outside the state or province or reservation.8
That is so many casinos are located in cities near political borders of counties, states and countries.
If too many of the customers come from within the same area it's just "cannibalizing" money that
would have gone to locally owned restaurants, entertainment, and merchants, instead sending it to
large corporate operators or Native Americans.9
Nancy Todd, a consultant for the casino industry, offers a ladder analogy to explain an
additional way the expansion and increased acceptance of gambling is achieved in an area. For
example with riverboats, the first rung up would be to acclimate an area to limited boat gambling,
then in small steps liberalize the rules of betting and operations. Then owners might seek docking
during operation in winter months and poor weather, then permanent docking, and finally land
based casinos. In Atlantic City and specifically other non-monopolistic locations this is taken one
step further as Municipalities, Counties, and States let themselves be played one against the other
by the gambling industry advocates and lobbies.
The Border Game
The Casino de Montreal is close to the U.S. border for this reason, as is the casino in
Windsor, Ontario opposite Detroit, Michigan. In response to the loss of recreation revenue from
8 Goodman, Robert; The Luck Business: The Devastating Consequences And Broken Promises Of
America's Gambling Explosion, Page 31, Martin Kessler Books, The Free Press (Simon &
Schuster Inc., New York), ©1995.
9 Rude, Suzanne D., Economist "The Economic Impact of Casino Gambling in Vermont: An
Outline of Issues for Policy Makers." Page 23, On Behalf of the State of Vermont: Agency of
Development and Community Affairs, Agency of Human Services, Department of Public
Safety; Feb. 15, '95, Revised and Amended March 15, '95.
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Detroit to Windsor, many strongly feel that Detroit now must open a casino. FoxWoods is a
Tribal Nation unto itself and draws all its funds from outside its political borders. If less than this
50% of funds comes from the outside, then local economies are just being supplanted. What would
have gone to the local restaurant now goes to quarter slots, of which only a small portion is
returned via taxes and fees, and through salaries of the employees who then spend their paychecks
locally. What's worse in this border tactic is that it is used to set one state against another. For
example, Des Moines, Iowa has a Casino Riverboat that they attracted by fixing up the riverfront
with a bond issue that they expect to pay off using funds generated from taxing gambling.
However Rock Island, Illinois opened a boat right across the Mississippi with slightly more lenient
gambling rules, which made it more profitable for the Illinois riverboats. Thus, Legislators from
each State are pressured from many directions to make the "limited" gambling rules more and more
and more lenient. If the gambling boat pulls anchor, as happened in Davenport, Iowa and other
places, then the city is left with a bond issue and no way to pay for it.10
Jobs, Competition, Security, Stress and Increasing Automation
Although the casino industry creates many jobs, there are concerns about the quality of
those positions and the effects the work environment has on the employees. Many jobs at a
casino are highly specialized and the skills are hard to transfer. When a new casino opens, most of
the staff is hired from outside the region except for lower paying and lower skilled jobs like
maintenance and hotel workers. In competitive casino locations like Central City, BlackHawk, and
Atlantic City the growing number of failed casinos and the growing competition are forcing
increasing levels of stress upon all workers, on top of the stress of being monitored by video, one
way mirrors, "voluntary" lie detector tests, and pit bosses for security measures. New
competition is also motivating the introduction of greater levels of automation for counting,
collecting, and dispensing coins, and many other functions. This also increases stress and reduces
'0 Goodman, Robert; The Luck Business: The Devastating Consequences And Broken Promises
Of America's Gambling Explosion, Page 71, Martin Kessler Books, The Free Press (Simon &
Schuster Inc., New York), @01995.
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the feeling of job security. 1 Bum-out is often a possibility as there is little variety in casino jobs.
There are few opportunities for upward job mobility and only in the monopolistic locations has
labor formed unions (with difficulty) or negotiated increased benefits. There are also questions
regarding impacts to revenue from other forms of gambling.
Loss of Lottery or Other Existing State Gambling Revenues from New Ventures
Another way state funds are supplanted is by substitution of one form of gambling tax
revenue for another. Studies show repeatedly that as new forms of gambling like casinos, are
introduced into a market, other forms such as state or charity lotteries and bingo, or dog, horse and
sports betting drops. During a recent labor strike to form a union at the Casino de Montr6al, a
regional horse racing track noticed substantial increases in income till the casino reopened. So in
gaining here, you may be losing revenue in many other places.' 2
Further Delimiting Factors
There are two casino categories that I plan to exclude from my case studies. First,
riverboats, as a monopoly or competitive model, are too fluid in that they are in constant motion as
the market or political forces dictate. Riverboats act as a competitive force along the lower
Mississippi and are semi- or fully monopolistic in other areas. They are constantly moving about
and deserve thorough research of their own. Second, the smallest and most rural casinos (many
small Indian reservation casinos in rural western states) will not be covered. This will aid in
limiting as many variables as possible to keep the focus on monopoly status and community size.
I'm limiting myself to urban and small town casino markets (excluding riverboats). Before
proceeding to the individual cases in chapters 3 through 6, following is a brief summary of the
history of gambling.
"Goodman, Robert; The Luck Business: The Devastating Consequences And Broken Promises
Of America's Gambling Explosion, Page 121-126, Martin Kessler Books, The Free Press
(Simon & Schuster Inc., New York), @1995.
12 Goodman, Robert; The Luck Business: The Devastating Consequences And Broken Promises
Of America's Gambling Explosion, Page 124-125, Martin Kessler Books, The Free Press
(Simon & Schuster Inc., New York), ©1995.
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* Goodman, Robert; The Luck Business: The Devastating Consequences And Broken Promises
Of America's Gambling Explosion, Preface, Page vii, Martin Kessler Books, The Free Press
(Simon & Schuster Inc., New York), ©1995.
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Criticism of Those Who Dare to Question
Those who raise words against casino expansion by scientific study or common caution,
may expect and often get, strong criticism of any and all sorts by pro casino politicians and casino
industry leaders. This may be attributable to the large sums of profit potential in the casino
industry. "Casinos and electronic gambling machines can be extremely profitable, public debate (is)
...simply seen as threatening those profits"'3 Few "Recreation" fields have higher profit or growth
potential then the gambling industry. Politicians who have ties to real estate and deteriorating
business districts, or are already committed to gambling via existing government-sponsored
gambling like lotteries or deals for Native American Casinos, run the risk of appearing duplicitous if
they reconsider. The motivation of both personal and budget financial gain, tied with the too often
false hope of the economic development cure, is too much to overcome for politicians not already
against casinos on moral grounds alone.
Chapter 2.
The Historic Background of North American Gambling Development
Gambling is older than the Bible; after all, gambling is the art of chance-and we all take
chances in our lives. Europeans, Greeks, and even Native North and South Americans have a
history of games of chance. In later European times these games were used in particular for raising
government revenues. England had the first recorded public currency based lottery in 1566 or
earlier, when the Royal House ran short of funds.14
North American Casino Development
Why does the U.S. historically have virtually no monopolistic casinos while Canada and
Native American Reservations use them almost exclusively? For instance, the United States
historically operated competitive casino gambling markets. In contrast, the historic European
"monopolistic casino model" or regionally exclusive casinos, influenced Canada with its closer
English and French ties. In another contrast, European monopolistic casinos limited local public
access to the aristocracy. Gambling was for the rich traveler and vacationer who visited resort
towns like Mont6 Carlo, on the French Mediterranean Coast. They seemed to grasp the need to
draw outside money in from surrounding areas, rather then deplete and recirculate local currency.
They understood this better than many government officials do today (the > 50% external
customer rule). In the U.S., our Constitution and laws are based on the freedom of the individual
and on strongly reinforced rights around personal property and business pursuits, including anti-
trust laws. Balancing this is the puritan ethic that is our founding in religious and moral freedoms.
Often these moral freedoms took the form of moral judgments instead, causing a periodic struggle
over gambling. North American legal casinos and gambling have undergone three major waves of
wide spread popularity over the past three centuries, all during times of heightened uncertain future
prospects, such as wars. There were different regional influences during each of these phases.
" Commission on the Review of the National Policy Toward Gambling, Gambling in America,
Appendix 1; Staff and Consultant Papers, Model Statutes, Bibliography, Correspondence, p.9
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., (October 1976),
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In the first governmental wave, American lotteries were used by our Continental Congress
to fund the revolutionary forces in Colonial America. England used lotteries on the other side of
the Atlantic, to fund American occupying forces. Later on, public works projects including
bridges, roads, and building expansions had funds raised in similar ways. For example, an
expansion of Harvard University was funded by a lottery. Card games and other games of chance
were played by young boys on the street (marbles for example), as men had cards and other games
of chance at the local pub. Leading up to and during the U.S. Civil War, gambling was often a
diversion from the "hurry up and wait" routine of a soldier. Pay was minimal for the troops, but
there were also few places to spend the money and the IOU's they received. More formal betting
still took place among the gentry and officers, wagering on horses, sporting events, and cards.
Around the 1800's, and through the Civil War, increasing amounts of gambling were discovered to
be rigged. Soon lotteries became outlawed in all states of the time, except for Louisiana and parts
of Canada, with their French heritage. Coincidentally or not, it was in Louisiana that the first and
worst cases of fraud were found. In most areas East of the Mississippi, this ended the first wave.
However, in expanding areas being settled out west, such prohibitions were often ignored.
The Middle Phase
After the Civil War ended, U.S. immigrants increased in number, and the economy began to
expand again. Legal or not, many immigrants brought their games of chance with them and some
legal gambling began to appear. Around this time the old steam-driven paddle-wheel Riverboat
Gambling was very popular in international waters. Through World War I, the industrial
revolution provided the excess money allowing a renewal of gambling as a form of entertainment.
After World War I, in the early twentieth century, a strong moral wave came over the elected
officials, ushering in an end to legal gambling. Various ethnic based illegal syndicates slowly began
to creep in and fill the void left by this newest prohibition of gambling. Most forms of gambling
were banned throughout the United States. So what changed people's minds on gambling? What
reshaped our view of gambling from seedy and syndicate related, to recreation and Disneyesque,
and caused this current third wave of casinos to spread across the nation?
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The Current Casino Market Expansion
At the end of World War II, in 1946, Las Vegas became the first new legal venue for
gambling in the nation, with the opening of the syndicate (mob) funded Famous Flamingo Casino
by Buggsy Malone. This isn't considered the beginning of the third wave due to the limited
acceptance of gambling as entertainment. Year after year legislators in other states chose not to
allow gambling, due to its mob connections.15
In 1963 there was not one state with legal lotteries allowed. This changed in 1964 when
New Hampshire voted in a Lottery to fund education and stave off implementing a property tax.
Through the use of computer technology allowing connections with remote locations, gambling in
the form of lotteries has been brought to us instead of us going to casinos-a casino on cards of
sorts. Today there are more then thirty-seven states with lotteries. More than 80% of the U.S.
population now have state lotteries. 16 This is important because many people feel lotteries made
the first penetration of the public's armor against the acceptance of gambling as recreation.
The second crack appeared, not with the 1976 legalization and 1978 building of the Atlantic
City Casinos, but with the passage of the 1988 "Indian Gaming Regulatory Act," ten years later.
The subsequent rush of new casino openings speckling the nation is the final force that seems to
have made gambling acceptable as recreation, even though between 70% and 90% of casino patrons
are return customers, about every other week. Despite this and studies showing increases in
gambling addiction when a casino opens in an area, "Gambling" is now increasingly being sold and
accepted as "Gaming" and "Recreation" to the general public. The current unparalleled expansion
of legal gambling has already spread to forty-eight of fifty States, all the Canadian Provinces and
Mexico.17 It is this opening of a multitude of casinos on reservations that is credited with
spawning the 1990's gambling explosion-the third and current wave of legal gambling. Utah is the
only State with no form of legalized gambling available.
" Shapiro, Harvey D., A Full House: Gambling, Hemispheres, Culture Section, Page: 81, 10/94
16Ibid.
" McGowan, Richard; State Lotteries And Legalized Gambling, Painless Revenue or Painful
Mirage; P. 4-21, Praige Press, Westport CT / London 01994
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As gambling has become more of a big business, regulated ever more tightly by laws, the
treasury and tax officials, the need for more professional and specialized management has grown,
and the need for the strong arm tactics formerly used in shutting down competition has diminished.
Operators have become more aware of the advantages that cluster effects have on drawing in greater
amounts of business, and how the negative aura of crime repels customers. Now college courses
are taught and business degrees granted from the University of Las Vegas, with specializations in
Casino Management. These graduates have no problem finding jobs.18 A similar program is being
set up at the junior college level, in Southeastern Connecticut for the Mashantucket-Pequots Tribal
Members (who run FoxWoods) to receive Associate Degrees in the Arts, but with specializations
in casino management and Mashantucket-Pequot Tribal Culture.
Casinos, One of the Fastest Growing North American Industries
The Recreation and Leisure Industries are among the fastest growing sectors of the North
American economy. Legal gambling is about the fastest growing segment of the Recreation and
Leisure Industry on the continent. Gambling is increasingly run as subsidiaries under hotel chains,
amusement and recreation chains, and other multi-national corporations. The gambling portion
alone of the entertainment market has grown at twice the rate of the U.S. personal income, and two
and a half times faster than U.S. manufacturing industries. 19
We all take gambles in our lives. It is finding the best odds that differentiates one risk from
another. We choose how far to pursue our education, who we marry (or not), and what hobbies to
pursue, like hang-gliding. Investments are a gamble. Cities and states are now themselves gambling
that the casino industry will bring economic recovery, and give a new image of change, fostering a
possibly erroneous feeling of taking charge of their own future due to withering industries and
decreases in federal and state aid. Often this leads to problems with dependency on one economy
due to a lack of diversity. Many of these areas are in poor shape because some sector of the
economy that they were over-reliant upon, died. The textile manufacturing went to Asia or the
* Ibid. Shapiro, Page: 82.
19 Christiansen, Eugene M., Gross Annual 92 Wage, Gaming and Wagering Business, Aug. 15 -
Sep. 14, 1993, P.12
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ocean was overfished or the manufacturing went to Mexico, and the area wasn't diversified enough
to weather the storm.
Canada doesn't use truly competitive modeled casinos anywhere, and the United States has
not used true land based monopolistic casinos, in favor of competitive casinos. Why not? Tribal
Nations have embraced the monopolistic model. There are some national and regional historic
preferences that help to explaining these differences. Although this begins to explain why different
North American nations have chosen historic casino community models, it is my intention to
explore ways to open up more choices to communities considering casinos, based on merits of
physical impact, and not limited by past historic models.
The U.S. has virtually no monopolistic casinos. The United States has laws limiting the
existence of monopolies; the word even has a bad connotation in the U.S., worse than capitalistic.
Only gas and electric companies or other utilities can hold a monopoly. The telephone company
was broken up into regional monopolies. In contrast, Canada and Native American Reservations
use regionally monopolistic casinos almost exclusively. The need for local control as well as deeper
European historic roots, openly allow them definite advantages for having, exclusively owned
and/or licensed casinos. For the U.S., the casino community model choice of a monopoly appears
unthinkable. The competitive casino market model is one founding ideal of U.S. casino
communities that has seldom been challenged-but maybe it should be re-considered. Should our
past assumptions and habits limit us from currently widening possible casino models to draw on?
Section II will cover histories of each of the chosen host community examples. Past
regional circumstances permitting the development of gaming over time will also be covered, to
enlighten why some areas automatically refuse to consider gaming market models not historically
familiar to that region or nation. Each of the sites have their own history and tales of how the most
recent wave of gambling has been introduced. It is through listening to many people and asking
questions, that a collage of partially conflicting answers arises. People remember the same event in
very different ways. In reconciling these interviews with research, articles, aerial photos, ground
photos, land-use inventories, official documents, plans, and maps, a widely acceptable, if not true,
image of the community development and casino impact over time emerges.
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A Continued Acceptance and Spread of Gambling
Just as lotteries were sold to the public beginning with New Hampshire in 1964, as a way
to fund education, casinos are now sold to voters as vital tools for community and economic
redevelopment.20 As the Gaming end becomes more acceptable plans are already under way for
things like back of the seat slot machines on some air flights, and Interactive cable TV wagering-a
Home Betting Network. Already calls can be placed from any state to some Indian reservations
using credit cards to place bets from a distance.2
Section R. The Case Histories.
The Casino Community Case Studies
The actual "casino community" case studies that follow contain a local history preceding
the introduction of modem day gambling. It is important to note if it was a healthy and
diverse community or if it was in decline before gambling was introduced. What else does
the community have to offer if gambling were made illegal today-are any of the
communities too dependant on this single industry? Each case has its own path it followed
as the host community developed, gambling came to be, and each community was
motivated to seek a casino(s).
Additionally, each community has a story of how gambling was expected to impact, and in
contrast, how it actually impacted. Each case history covers the instigators and a brief
summary of pertinent legislation integral to the drive to introduce casinos, the speed and
scale of growth, siting information, and issues of positive and negative physical impact
along the way. These are evidenced by: pictures, interviews, data, studies, land use
inventories and other information, presented on maps, drawings, and text. Much of this
was gathered first hand during site visits to each of the four locations studied.
A Brief Note on Chapters 3 & 4
Two Communities with Competitive Casino Market Models
These first two communities were both thriving at one time but began to decay for one
reason or another. Both the former mining towns of BlackHawk and neighboring Central
City in Colorado, and Atlantic City, New Jersey, the formerly fashionable resort area
between New York and Philadelphia, have become increasingly dependant on gambling, and
less dependant on tourism and culture. Lacking economic diversity, they depend largely on
gambling for both image and livelihood. Gambling is now the only dominant industry
remaining in each community.
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Chapter 3.
Figure 3.1 Old Map of Central City in 1860
BlackHawk & Central City, Colorado: Former Mining Towns Turn to Casinos
Both towns have a very rich and colorful history. In the 1800's, thousands lived in the two
towns during the gold rush days. Van Cullan, an educated geologist and long time resident of
Central City, reminisced that after the gold rush ended, "when people left they actually packed up
their houses, board by board, and took it with them. Some of Central City's original houses are
now sitting in Leadville and Golden."2 2
22 Jacobs, Marilyn. "Mammoth Hill Development Addresses Needs." Rocky Mountain News:
Gaming Guide. p. 41 Dec. 16, 1994.
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Summary Data for the Small Town Competitive Model Host Community
Case Location Name(s): BlackHawk and Central City, Colorado
Context of casino(s): Two small towns in the Colorado Rocky Mountains
Year Casino(s) Opened: 1989 Referendum, 1991 opening
'A' Population host Towns: BlackHawk 150, Central City 365, total about 515 People
'B' Pop. ~Market in L5 hrs: Metro Denver Area, 2,000,000 People
Casino(s), # of Employees: Highly seasonal, between 5,343 in Winter and 10,000 in Summer
Avg. # of Visitors Per Day: 20,000 based on vehicle counts, Average of 12,000 trips per day
Total # of parking spaces: 12,859 spaces in all with about 2 of 3 spaces in remote hilltop lots
All Transit modes: Coach Buses, and Autos largely via one narrow winding mountain road
Total # of Local Casinos: 32 to 35 in both BlackHawk and Central City
Total # of Slot Machines: 8,078 - Increases by about 500 in Summer
Table 3.1
Original Casino Concepts
These two adjacent former mining towns in Colorado decided in 1993, approved by self
initiated state-wide referendum, to open a few small casinos to pay for a new sewage system and
historic preservation, and to promote tourism. The idea was to maintain the character of craft and
specialty stores with a few machines to make business profitable and pay for needed infrastructure
improvements. Governor Roamer, who lobbied against the limited stakes gambling, upon passage
required that control of state monitoring be placed under the treasury and not under the Colorado
Secretary of State.
Due to this interpretation of the passed referendum, the Governor's Commission counted
only the footprint of each gaming machine toward the 35% maximum usable area allocated toward
gambling on each floor and the 50% building total usable area. Further he defined "Usable Area" as
including stairwells, attics, basements restrooms, halls, even two foot deep walls. Gambling was
intended to be secondary to some other function in each building-a Mom and Pop setup with
Gaming to supplement other operations, not dominate the local town character and economy.
Now both towns have been overpowered by a Casino Industry and are experiencing severe growing
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pains rivaling the old gold rush days when the area earned its nickname as "The Richest Square
Mile on Earth."2
Figure 3.2 One Old Gold Mill Overlooking Central City.
Almost all land zoned for commercial, business or service uses as of the referendum's
passage was eligible to become a casino, and became so within months. Soon there were no stores,
gas stations, or restaurants. The post office, one of the last remaining services within BlackHawk's
casino zoned land, lost its lease at the end of 1994, and stated no new post office would be
established.2 4 Within two years Colorado had seventy-five casinos open. Over sixteen of these
later went out of business or bankrupt. The Red Horse Saloon and Casino in Central City closed
after just sixteen days of operation, and in an interesting note, a partial owner of the facility was
John McIntyre from the hit television series "M*A*S*H."2 There were three times as many
2 Shapiro, Harvey D., A Full House: Gambling, Hemispheres, Culture Section, Page: 82, 10/94
24 the Weekly Register-Call, "1994 - A Year that governments and community dealt with the
impacts from gaming," Pages 1, 3, 1/6/95.
2 Garnaas, Steve. "Another Casino Closes". Denver Post. Sep. 18, 1992.
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machines in operation within two years as had been expected to be opened ten years after the
passage. The City Hall was moved out to make room for a casino and wound up in a mobile trailor
until a new combined city services building can be constructed.
Figure 3.3 New City Hall & Planning Offices, Central City, CO
Remote Parking among the Pines
In July of 1994, Central City budgeted 1.2 million dollars of improvements including paving
and lighting, for thousands of additional spaces of hilltop parking, by constructing lots C, D, and
E,.26 By June of 1994, already 100,000 riders had used the shuttle between Central City and
BlackHawk. 7
26 the Weekly Register-Call, "1994 - A Year that governments and community dealt with the
impacts from gaming," Pages 1, 3, 1/6/95.
" the Weekly Register-Call, "1994 - A Year that governments and community dealt with the
impacts from gaming," Pages 1, 3, 1/6/95.
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The two towns have built thousands of parking spaces on adjacent hills overlooking the
valley of casinos. These remote parking lots are increasingly being used solely for employees and
overflow parking as casinos realize the preference of customers to patronize establishments that
provide on-site parking. More and more casinos are building parking garages and lots next to their
establishments. For example, Harvey's Wagon Wheel Hotel and Casino, the largest casino in
Central City, with one hundred twelve rooms, originally constructed two hundred parking spaces
underground, and has now doubled that, reserving half for valet parking. 28
Miner's Mesa/Mammoth Hill Seventy-two Acre Mixed Use Development
After BlackHawk blasted a new road up to Miner's Mesa and constructed over 5,000
parking spaces, they realized that the casinos prefer to build on-site parking, some of which has
cost up to 80,000 dollars per space. At the same time, since the introduction of gambling,
BlackHawk's population has dropped from over two hundred to an estimated one hundred thirty
citizens. In an effort to find space for the casino dislocated businesses and to build new residential
spaces, sections of the underutilized miner's mesa have recently been approved for the
construction of a mixed use development named Mammoth Hill. Upon completion, the project
will be comprised of a retail strip for area needed services, eighty to one hundred mixed density
residences and a two hundred room hotel with convention facilities. 29
Sewage Problem
Soon after the casinos began to open, both communities began having problems with
supplying enough potable water and disposing properly of the additional sewage. In the early
1970's Central City and BlackHawk built a joint sewage treatment facility which is supposed to
remove at least 90% of the effluents before release into the North Clear Creek (which eventually
flows down through Denver). At times in 1992, less than half of the solids were being removed.
" Rocky Mountain News: the Gaming Guide. p. 12-G. June 16, 1995.
9 Jacobs, Marilyn. "Mammoth Hill Development Addresses Needs." Rocky Mountain News:
Gaming Guide. p. 41 Dec. 16, 1994.
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They knew early on that sewage treatment capacity expansion was needed in excess of a million
dollars. 30
Once removed, the solids must be trucked away by tanker down the narrow mountain road.
In July, 1994 one tanker overturned and spilled over 3,000 gallons of concentrated waste into Clear
Creek prompting the Colorado State Hazardous Materials Team to respond and clean it up. Again
in December of 1994, a sewer main became clogged in BlackHawk spilling around 300 gallons of
raw sewage in to the North Clear Creek.
Figure 3.4 View of Central City and Surrounding Hilltops
30 Obmascik, Mark, "Gambling Towns Flush with Sewage," Denver Post, Section:A, Pages: 1-2,
8/19/92.
3' the Weekly Register-Call, "1994 - A Year that governments and community dealt with the
impacts from gaming," Pages 1, 3, 1/6/95.
Two Different Growth Control Strategies
Central City tried a building moratorium for a year to plan ahead, while BlackHawk used
the same time to blindly jump into a casino lead. A small water and septic problem that was one of
the stronger motivators for passing the legislation has now become a huge one for both
communities. BlackHawk has dropped from a population of over three hundred to under one
hundred today-from over a hundred rental and lodging rooms and units to almost none. Central
City has built a larger bond debt but has a more stable population and land use to pay it off-as
long as gambling stays legal and those revenues keep coming in. The two towns are used by the
casino industry and state, each set against the other to get the upper hand and push gambling,
machine limits and revenues ever higher. Additionally there are countless environmental problems
left over from the mining days. Miners left mine tailings that leach heavy metals such as mercury.
These Supper Fund sites surround the entire area, affecting the ground water and runoff.
Figure 3.5 A Not Too Stable Retaining Wall of Rotting Logs Above Main Road
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Location, Access and Market
These highly competitive twin towns are set up in the Rocky Mountains about ninety
minutes from Denver along a two-lane (one narrow lane in each direction) steep winding road now
frequented by large tour buses year around. This road was by no means made for the kind of
traffic it now receives in weight, sheer numbes and size of vehicles. Already there have been major
accidents, one with a bus being rolled on its side as it rounded a hairpin turn, resulting in several
deaths. There are frequent rock slides throughout the year. The only other back entrance to
Central City is via Oh My God Road.
3 Jacobs, Marilyn. "A Familiar Face and Familiar
News: Gaming Guide, p. GI-2. Jan. 6, 1995.
" Jacobs, Marilyn. "A Familiar Face and Familiar
News: Gaming Guide, p. Gl-2. Jan. 6, 1995.
1" Jacobs, Marilyn. "A Familiar Face and Familiar
News: Gaming Guide, p. Gl-2. Jan. 6, 1995.
Place in BlackHawk." Rocky Mountain
Place in BlackHawk." Rocky Mountain
Place in BlackHawk." Rocky Mountain
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Historic Changes to BlackHawk and Central City, Colorado
Norman Blake was born seventy five years ago. The Blakes have been in Black Hawk,
Colorado since the 1800's. Blake is one of four owners of the famous Bobtail Mine, now gated and
silent among the ever expanding casinos. Blake has been mining ever since returning from the Navy
after World War 11, and has served in many positions for the state of Colorado for over twenty-five
years. "I didn't want to police the miners, I wanted to help the miners not be a hindrance."32
About gaming Blake feels it wasn't done right. The historic nature of the towns has been lost. As
a fonner mine engineer, he comments, removal of structural walls and construction against the
mountainsides partially torn away without proper bracing could bring mud and rock slides.33
Referring to the gaming initiative and the governor appointed Colorado Limited Gaming Control
Commissions interpretation of state legislation, Blake claims "the state made it difficult."34
Chapter 4.
Figure 4.1 Promotional Rendering by Atlantic City Tourism and Convention Bureau.
Atlantic City, New Jersey: A Dozen Large Ocean Front Corporate Casinos
Case Location Name: Atlantic City, New Jersey
Context of casino(s): Struggling City, Overlooking the Atlantic Ocean
Year Casino Opened: First of twelve opened in 1978, legislation Passed in 1976
'A' Population host Towns: Atlantic City, 34,000 People (67,000 People in 1920)
'B' Pop. Market in 1.5 hrs: Metro Atlantic City, 2,900,000 People
Casino(s), # of Employees: 29,000 with out Hotels and related, 40,000 with Hotels
Avg. # of Visitors Per Day: 95,890 People
Total # of parking spaces: 49,237 Parking Spaces
Other Transit modes: International Airport, AmTrak, Coach and Regional Bus, Auto, Boat...
Total # of Local Casinos: 12 Large Corporate Owned Ocean Front Casinos
Total # of Slot Machines: 26,846 Machines
Table 4.1
The Island's Early History & Settlement
The original inhabitants of the Atlantic City area were the Absegami Indians of the Lenni
Lenape Tribe. Original access to the heavily wooded island was only by boat. However, in 1852
plans were made for a 1.25 million dollar rail line that was built from Philadelphia to a new city
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called Atlantic City. In 1854, eighteen citizens elected the first mayor and the train line became
operational.
Physically, Atlantic City is sited on the long and narrow Abescon Island. The island is
over 7,500 acres in area, of which an amazing one-third or 2,500 acres are vacant and suitable for
development twenty years after the legalization of casinos in Atlantic City. The island's elevation
is around six to eight feet above sea level, and therefore is prone to flooding and damage during
storms and hurricanes. 36 This low elevation was perfect for resort bungalows originally built with
no heat and limited services like sewage, when the area was primarily inhabited only in the summer
time. Interestingly, many of the street names of Atlantic City have been memorized by young and
old alike who play the board game "Monopoly." The city is also famous for hosting the Miss
America Pageants.
15 .
Figure 4.2 Scene at the Old Light House in Early Resort Days
Demographics and the Exodus
New York City is about one hundred miles to the North-Northeast, and Philadelphia is
some sixty miles to the South-West. Around the late 1800's, as the city evolved and grew to
include year-round housing and businesses, some beautiful Victorian neighborhoods blossomed.
The buildings are all on sand sediments with high water tables and ocean storms. Consequently,
Atlantic City Facts In Brief Pamphlet, Atlantic City Free Library, Atlantic City, NJ © October,
1992
* Ibid
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much of the housing stock is in poor shape. This is before considering the high rate of deterioration
due to the urban population flight described below. As air travel began to increase in the 1950's
and 60's, the warmer Caribbean Islands and Las Vegas became more accessible for gamblers.
Atlantic City continued to diminish in popularity, especially in the winter months. 7 Atlantic
City, New Jersey, peaked in population in 1930 at 66,198 and has been shrinking in size ever
since. Thirty years earlier in 1900, the population was under 28,000, and sixty years later in the
1990 Census the population is back under 38,000. As of the 1990 census, the ethnicity is more
then half African American and about a third White.38 The current population estimate is below
35,000.
Figure 4.3 Resort After the Turn-of-the-Century
The Legalization of Gambling and Implementation
The New Jersey State voters who legalized gambling in 1976 were told it would be a
"Unique Tool for Economic Development." 39 The voters hoped for the resources and tourists to
fund a revival in the local economy. At this time, the city had lost nearly a third of its population
since 1930. No one studied or predicted the tremendous impact such concentrated development
" Ibid
, Ibid
" Direct quote from the 1976 New Jersey State Wide Referendum.
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would have on the fairly narrow ocean front strip of land and the surrounding areas, both
economically and physically. 40
Pre-existing forms of gambling in the state, such as lotteries, horse racing, and charity
functions, began to show subsequent losses due to competition from the introduction of casinos.
Apparently these combined modes of betting are still not enough for the gambling industry. They
have many forms of gambling now. But "the Casino Industry has reportedly spent nearly 1.2
million dollars to convince (the New Jersey) Legislators to legalize sports betting," 41 as of 1992,
without success to date.
Social Impacts
Atlantic City was in a decline when gambling was legalized. This included higher
unemployment, lower salaries, and a lack of opportunities. With the 50% rule in mind, there was a
vast increase in problem gamblers locally. "In New Jersey, the number of calls to the Council on
Compulsive Gambling help line jumped from about 1,200 calls a year to roughly 32,000 per year
after casinos were introduced." 42 That's an increase of nearly 267 % in reported problem gambling.
It also indicates a strong chance that there is a positive correlation between proximity to gambling
and addiction. Gambling knows no age barriers: in one study of Atlantic City high schoolers, two-
thirds had gambled illegally at the local casinos, despite industry generated statistics of turning
away over 30,000 underage gamblers per month from Atlantic City Casinos. Most kids claim they
forgot their I.D. in order to get in. There was no survey source or methodology stated for how the
casinos generated the figure of 30,000 underage gamblers turned away.4 3 Politicians are prone to
gambling influence also. States are increasingly set in a troubling role of promoting gambling as an
income generator, even where legal Political Action Committee (PAC) lobbying money and
* Atlantic City Facts In Brief, Pamphlet, Atlantic City Free Library, Atlantic City, NJ D October,
1992
ScoreCard, the Record (Northern New Jersey), Sect: News, Page: C 06, 7/17/92
42 McGettigan, Michael, Riverboat Gambling: Budget Builder or Municipal Crack Pipe.
Welcome at, Philadelphia (August 24th, 1994).
1 Deloitte & Touche, Report Regarding Certain Economic and Other Impacts of Land Based
Entertainment, Casinos & Hotels Facilities, Prepared for the City of Chicago Gaming
Commission, Chicago, IL (May 19th, 1992) p. 196
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possible illegal payments from the gambling industry are not an influence. Many of Atlantic
City's former mayors, in addition to many legislators from Louisiana recently taped during a
federal gambling bribery sting operation, have at a minimum been forced to go to jail, resign, or
simply not to scck re-election.
The casino money appears to move obstacles amazingly quickly. As will be seen below
with the Casino Reinvestment Development Authority, alternately known as Catalyst for the
Revitalization of Distressed Urban Areas in New Jersey (CRDA), what might take years of
budgeting, neighborhood participation, master planning, and implementation-with minimal results
in some communities--can happen with head-spinning speed in Atlantic City when the CEO's of
the casinos make a decision.
Misinformation and Exaggeration of Gambling Impacts by Studies
Some wild claims have been made in some studies funded directly by casino sources, for
political sub-committees. For example, one study for the State of New York claimed that all
50,000 jobs created by the Atlantic City Casinos were given to residents of the city who then
earned enough to purchase houses in the suburbs. This is implausible as the total population of
Atlantic City was 20,000 smaller than this number. Additionally, the Atlantic City's casino
industry has claimed to have created only 40,000 total jobs, including those skilled jobs brought in
from the outside. This sub-committee rejected the state comptroller's call to balance the study by
authorizing an independent study. 44' 45 Surrounding housing values outside Atlantic City were
shown to drop in value, due to increases in crime, causing loss of money not only to home owners,
but also to the city in tax assessments, and an increase in expenditures for policing.4 6 More
workers are brought into the city than the total population of Atlantic City. However, most also
44 Zuckoff, Mitchell, & Bailey, Doug, Cities Weigh Quick Cash VS. Social Costs, Boston Globe
(September 30th, 1993), p. 1.
* Ahern, James, Too Fab Too Be True, the Record (Northern New Jersey), Sect: Review and
Outlook, Page: A 26, 7/31/94,
46 Buck, Andrew J., Hakim, Simon and Spiegel, Uriel; Casino, Crime And Real Estate Values: Do
They Relate? Journal of Research in Crime and Delinquency Vol. 28, No.3 (1991), pp. 288-
303.
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live in the suburbs and were hired from the outside. 47 Accordingly, locals who lived in Atlantic
City before the advent of gambling agree that most of the jobs went to outside people who were
experienced in the trade. 48
Example: In 1989 the Rutger's Center for Urban Policy and Research undertook a study of
issues surrounding the taxation of Atlantic City Casinos, funded by the Casino Association of New
Jersey. In this report, the scope of study was limited to comparisons to other casinos and
gambling industries with lower taxation rates. Furthermore the study inflated the indirect taxation
level by adding indirect obligations while omitting added municipal, county and state obligations
stemming from reduced income from state taxes at other venues of gambling. Lower revenues from
horse track betting and the state run lottery, and greater expenses incurred from growth in crime,
under-age gambling, social problems and a score of other hidden but increased obligations due to the
existence of the casinos, were not evaluated.49 No comparisons were shown highlighting the fact
that US casinos have some of the lowest tax rates in the world. The more recent Canadian casinos
have higher tax rates, as do European casinos. In short, the study loses credibility because of some
faulty founding assumptions and its biased funding source.
* Shapiro, Harvey D., A Full House: Gambling, Hemispheres, Culture Section, Page: 84, 10/94
* Goodman, Robert; The Luck Business: The Devastating Consequences And Broken Promises
Qf America's Gambling Explosion, Page 122-123, Martin Kessler Books, The Free Press
(Simon & Schuster Inc., New York), 01995.
4* Center for Urban Policy Research at Rutger's - the State University. CUPR Policy Report No. 4
The Taxation of Atlantic City Casinos: an Analysis. P. 17-34+, Sponsor: Casino Association of
New Jersey @July 1989
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Figure 4.4 Photo of Some of the Many Vacant Land Lots
Physical Hit to the Land
Just as Boston's West End and Scolley Square had crowded but thriving cultures to those
who called them home before they were "urban renewed" out of existence, so too the waterfront,
beaches, boardwalk, and especially the residential districts in Atlantic City behind the water head
had a thriving community and culture. In Atlantic City, from 1978 on, as casinos popped up along
the shore, the casino developers and land speculators did the "work" of clearing whole blocks of
land and forcing many people out. They were expected to solve all the ills of the city and instead
created a barrier between the ocean and the rest of the city. Originally Atlantic City had qualified
to participate in New Jerseys' Municipal Purpose Tax Assistance (MPTA) and several other
urban and neighborhood programs. Participation in these programs and school funding were greatly
curtailed by the state as the casino industry and its influence over the city and its politicians
grew. It appeared that the waterfront was left to the casinos, and the rest of the city was left to
die. Casinos seemed to exacerbate many existing problems such as traffic, pollution, population
* Center for Urban Policy Research at Rutger's - the State University. CUPR Policy Report No. 4
The Taxation of Atlantic City Casinos: an Analysis. P. 30-34, Sponsor: Casino Association of
New Jersey @July 1989
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flight and strained city services, however these problems pre-existed the casinos by a long measure
of time.
From 1978 to 1988, a dozen casinos opened, and by 1990 over thirty million people were
visiting Atlantic City annually. There was wild land speculation and a great disparity in land
values with little available explanation. The value of property rose from 316 million dollars when
the referendum passed in 1976, to 6 billion dollars in 1988.51 "Rampant speculation has rendered
the redevelopment of vast parts of Atlantic City difficult if not impossible."5 2 Many of the city's
interior blocks continue to remain flat and vacant, and the few remaining buildings nearby are
boarded up as a testament to this difficulty of redevelopment under such speculative conditions.
Inflated tax assessments helped contribute to six casino bankruptcies during the real estate's
overassessment and subsequent adjustment from 1988 to 1991.
Faulty Customer Analysis
Atlantic City had hoped to become a second Las Vegas, but due to its close proximity to
New York and Philadelphia, it has become a "day tripper's" destination. Hotels are often left
empty at night, and only on weekends are the hotels full. Visitors seldom leave the casinos. Roads
funnel them into large parking garages and above-street pedestrian bridges carry them directly to
the casinos.5 3 Las Vegas has the advantage of a captive audience; being isolated geographically,
gamblers must stay overnight. "Although several of the economic goals of casino development
have been achieved and the waterfront economy is booming (1980's), many of the physical and
other changes hoped for are not yet evident." 5 Now FoxWoods is drawing vast portions of the
New York and Boston markets away from Atlantic City, making a current impetus for change that
* Atlantic City Facts In Brief, Pamphlet, Atlantic City Free Library, Atlantic City, NJ 0 October,
1992
5 Report and Recommendations of the Governor's Advisory Commission on Gambling., Trenton,
N.J. (June 30th, 1988).
" Goodman, Robert; The Luck Business: The Devastating Consequences And Broken Promises
Of America's Gambling Explosion, Page 123, Martin Kessler Books, The Free Press (Simon &
Schuster Inc., New York), 01995.
* Atlantic City Facts In Brief, Pamphlet, Atlantic City Free Library, Atlantic City, NJ © October,
1992
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much more imperative.: In addition many other casinos are planned in the New England region, as
will be seen in Chapter Seven.
Outside Competition Force Changes for the Future.
Until the opening of FoxWoods High Stakes Casino and Bingo in Ledyard, CT, Atlantic
City had a fifteen year East Coast monopoly on casino gambling, except for a minimal amount of
gambling on cruise ships. Although Atlantic City is a larger East Coast venue for gambling as a
whole, FoxWoods has become the largest single casino in the world. There are currently twelve
capitalistic casinos in Atlantic City with plans for a possible "lucky" thirteenth.
The two largest North American casino Meccas, Las Vegas and Atlantic City, were initially
afraid that spreading casino and gambling competition would draw players away from them.
However, now a more positive spin is given: gambling expansion is viewed as greatly increasing the
pool of potential players as gambling gains wider geographic and public acceptance as
entertainment, and so gambling is now being promoted as "Gaming" by the Industry.5 6
Additionally, competition may be causing the casinos to evolve and become more efficient, family
oriented, and diverse. For example, the growth of the industry "whets the appetite of people for a
broader experience," says Phil Satre, President of Harrah's Casinos. The politics of his claim are
not as friendly as might be indicated.
There are no less then five bills before Congress on the topic of studying or limiting
casinos. 58 Several of these bills introduced to Congress from the States of New Jersey and Nevada
would highly limit Tribal Casinos. They have become known as the "Donald Trump Protection
Acts," referring to the three commercial casinos he owns in Atlantic City. These Acts might
bypass the need for a judicial decision on annexation of tribal land that is non-adjacent to existing
* Shapiro, Harvey D., A Full House: Gambling, Hemispheres, Culture Section, Page: 83, 10/94
5 Goodman, Robert; The Luck Business: The Devastating Consequences And Broken Promises Qf
America's Gambling Explosion, Page 45, Martin Kessler Books, The Free Press (Simon &
Schuster Inc., New York), 01995.
" Hevener, Phil, Promus' philip Satre: We Want To Spread The Harrah's Brand, Gaming and
Wagering Business, (April 15th, 1992 - May 14th, 1992), p. 1.
* Simon, Paul, Illinois Senator, National Public Radio Interview, broadcast on April 28, 1996 at
7:28 AM
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tribal lands, and disallow casinos like the one planned for New Bedford, Massachusetts, where a
land swap with Native Americans would be required. 59 However the same two delegations from
New Jersey and Nevada will filibuster any bills calling for an impartial study of the industry's
effects, or any across the board controls or any moratorium on industry growth.6 0
4 CRDA
0 \ ' +CASINO REINVESTMENT
DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY IMROVEENT DISTRICT
Figures 4.5 Atlantic City Crest, CRDA Logo, SID Logo
An Eventual Return to Vision: Using Casino Taxes for Improvements
In a counterbalance to Las Vegas and its new theme park family image out West, Atlantic
City is going for a different market in its plans to diversify. Karen Tuso, spokeswoman for the
Atlantic City Convention and Visitors Center is quoted as saying, "we're looking to mature the
city. In the past, it was a seasonal resort, with the casino business as the mainstay. The city was
a one industry town.. . .We want to change the profile, and put more emphasis on conventions."61
Atlantic City is currently trying to overcome its nickname of "Sin City of the East." For
years the waterfront boardwalk was lined with peep shows and strip bars. In 1986 with the
growing land speculation that led to the real estate crash in 1988 and 1989, and the refonrination of
the mission of the Casino Reinvestment Development Authority (CRDA), some of these
businesses began to close down. However, strong remnants still existed during one of my visits in
the summer of 1993. It was this red light district image and land speculation that contributed to the
failure of half of Atlantic City's casinos through bankruptcy. 62 The past three years have shown
" Glass, Pamela, Ottaway News Service, "Congress Struggles to Change Indian Gaming Law,"
Page A 13; Cape Cod Times, Thursday, March 31, 1994
Simon, Paul, Illinois Senator, National Public Radio Interview, broadcast on April 28, 1996 at
7:28 AM
6 Schensul, Jill , Winds of Change in Atlantic City, the Record (Northern New Jersey), Sect: Travel,
Page: T 01, 7/17/92,
62 Shapiro, Harvey D., A Full House: Gambling, Hemispheres, Culture Section, Page: 82, 10/94
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great efforts to diversify Atlantic City and clean its image up for attracting new convention and
tourism business. Plans drawn up in 1993 motivated the latest revision of legislation to the
CRDA, creating a two prong approach. As the funding comes voluntarily from the casinos, the
primary direction is in the Special Improvement District (SID). This zone encompasses the
waterfront, boardwalk, casinos, parking structures and lots behind the casinos, and one buffer strip
of blocks to include Atlantic Avenue, resulting in an area about twenty-three blocks long by two to
four blocks at its widest. The SID, as a private/public partnership, is credited within a year with a
total face lift. While the City organized private contractors and the utilities to quickly bring all
buried services up to grade, SID bought and removed all the remaining sexually oriented business on
the boardwalk except for one upscale strip club two blocks inland. Having bought and torn down
many buildings, they repaired the boardwalk, added benches, and added and staffed informational
gazebos every few blocks. Improvements also included all new side walks, Victorian-style street-
lights and fencing, street trees with grates at thirty foot intervals, brick street edging, screened
parking with bushes, and several small parks on the newly created open land. Additional amenities
included banners for the street-lights, new trash receptacles, uniform signage, vendor carts, and
ramps to the boardwalk. SID then hired local people to form anti-graffiti teams, safety patrol
teams with two-way radios, and crews to run four-wheeled street sweepers and swinging vacuums
to clean all 2,500,000 square feet of boardwalk and sidewalk. The SID is directly under the control
of a board consisting mostly of several CEO's of the casinos on a rotating basis. They brought in a
team of private developers with Philadelphia connections to handle daily management of SID
operations. They have also seen a moderate pickup of small privately owned businesses and
restaurants within the narrow zone. The other efforts of the CRDA are divided between residential
improvements and other business district projects, like the one below.
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Figure 4.6 Model of New Rail Terminal (on Left), & New Convention Center (Front and Right)
The CRDA: Limited Reach
Eight years after the 1976 passage of the New Jersey Casino Referendum, the State
Legislature established an agency to reinvest money from casino taxation back into the
communities. In 1984, legislation was approved to help fulfill the unmet campaign promise that
casinos would be a "unique tool for urban revitalization." The state establishing a new authority,
the Casino Reinvestment Development Authority (CRDA). This enabling legislation has been
revised twice, in 1986 and 1993. Even with this, the law provides only a voluntary way for
casinos to contribute 1.5% of their revenues over a 25 year period, mostly to the strictly defined
Special Improvements District (SID) mentioned above, which tightly surrounds the casinos. This
payment is on top of the taxes that the casinos are already required pay to the state's general fund.
On the fifteenth of March, 1995, the CRDA approved 15 million dollars in credit for
Caesar's Atlantic City Hotel Casino, one of three partners in the 87 million dollar "Corridor
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Linkage Project" in Atlantic City. The corridor will be opened up to the ocean by the demolition
of the old ocean front convention center. This new vision will achieve the ocean front linkage by
dredging a connecting waterway corridor deep inland to the adjacent, new rail station and new two-
hundred and fifty-four million dollar convention center. Along this corridor will be the thirteenth
casino with four thousand additional first class hotel rooms. Atriums, bistros and outdoor shops
and malls are to line this canal. These linking additions are planned as an aid in attracting
conventions to the city.63 Additionally, it is said that no one will build another casino unless it is
on the ocean-this waterway is the compromise for luring another casino, after half have been
through bankruptcy.
Effects of the Corridor Linkage Plan
This new waterway/corridor has good and bad sides. While it will connect the transit and
convention business with the rest of the waterfront, it will also split the fabric of the city in half,
and inhibit any development beyond the edges of this corridor. As a result of their isolating design,
and the wish of casino operators to keep their customers on site, the casinos are designed and built
to exclude, rather than to integrate with the larger community fabric.
The plan would demolish one edge of an affordable housing project but is "Aimed at
sprucing up the entry to the city from the Atlantic City Expressway." 64 Despite the loss of the
housing and the minimally studied splitting of the city fabric in two, the director of the CRDA,
James Kennedy, called the vote a symbolic victory considering recent agency infighting. 65 There
are a few programs for poorer neighborhoods to fund housing improvements, but no plans for new,
affordable, more easily maintained housing. Limited private investment has been drawn to the
Northeast Inlet area for housing and condominiums, and a large nearby dock area near the Trump
Castle, but little funding has been drawn to other non-casino areas of the city. No provisions were
6 Shapiro, Harvey D., A Full House: Gambling, Hemispheres, Culture Section, Page: 83, 10/94
64 $15M in Credits OK'd for Hotel Building at Center of Atlantic City Plan, the Record (Northern
New Jersey), Sect: NEWS, Page: B 09, 3/15/95, (no author listed.)
61 $15M in Credits OK'd for Hotel Building at Center of Atlantic City Plan, the Record (Northern
New Jersey), Sect: NEWS, Page: B 09, 3/15/95, (no author listed.)
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made to integrate affordable units into the housing. These were the only Atlantic Ocean facing
parcels of land left for development.
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Figure 4.7 One Concept for the Corridor Plan by RTKL for Atlantic City.
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Corporate Casino Owned City
By building the AmTrak Terminal and the new Convention Center, and making Atlantic
City's waterfront more cultural, clean, and fun, the casinos and city are trying to convert from
primarily "day trippers," to overnight guests and conventioneers. This will be the only way to
beat the 50% plus rule, and draw more new customers from the outside than repeat players from
within a few hours' drive of Atlantic City. Additionally, keeping the customers overnight gives a
greater chance of secondary and tertiary spending on local businesses, by drawing tourists and
conventioneers to spend money locally rather than just funnelling money to the corporate casinos
drawing profits from the community for their stockholders.
Figure 4.8 Aerial View of the Casino Strip from the South
What of the Rest of the City and Citizens?
While the above is concerned with improving business, tourist and convention conditions,
and access for the casinos, it does little to aid the neighborhoods adjacent to the casinos. Although
Atlantic City's boardwalk and waterfront are continually being redeveloped by the casinos, three
blocks inland, the city is as bleak as it was before the introduction of casinos. One focus of the
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corridor project is to buffer this view and funnel the traffic from the Garden State Parkway right by
the blight to the casinos where they will try to capture every tourist dollar. Most the CRDA's
efforts are zoned tightly around the casinos and now, new convention efforts, leaving little action
on behalf of the casinos to integrate and be a good neighbor to the surrounding business and
residential communities. Obviously the casinos put a great demand on the infrastructure of
Atlantic City, but they pay for it in heavy taxation. However I cannot help but think that there
should be some compromise in improvements to the rest of the city, and a higher and better use for
the waterfront by the actual voting residents of Atlantic City. There are high costs paid by these
voting citizens in terms of crime and social service costs emanating from the presence of the
casinos.
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A Brief Note on Chapters 5 & 6
Two Communities with Regionally Monopolistic Casino Market Models
The last two cases are casinos based on regionally monopolistic market models. Although
economically thriving and diverse now, they have also had bad times. FoxWoods, in small Ledyard
Township, Connecticut, has a limited population and historically has been agrarian, pastoral or
residential-basically farms and open space. In the case of Montreal, location has been
instrumental in repeated recoveries, due to its strategic accessibility for trade between our nations
and its location as a Canadian Inland Ocean Port via the St. Lawrence Seaway. Both communities
have either had enough diversity or pre-existing development that was so minimal that the loss of
the casinos would impact the areas less than in Colorado and New Jersey, in beneficial, near neutral
and negative ways.
Chapter 5.
Ledyard, Connecticut: Tribe Owned, FoxWoods High Stakes Bingo & Casino Resort
Figure 5.1 Promotional Photo of the FoxWoods Complex Shrouded in Fog
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The most profitable and largest casino in the Western Hemisphere, and world for that
matter 6 6 -is FoxWoods of Ledyard, Connecticut. It is partially buffered by its own expanding
Tribal lands and surrounded by some of the least populated towns in Connecticut. It dominates
neighboring Ledyard Center, Preston, North Stonington, and the integrated network of formerly
adequate roads connecting the surrounding area. The casino complex is ever expanding, as are the
tribal land holdings. It seems the slowest growth is among the once decimated population of the
Pequot Tribal People.
FoxWoods & Ledyard, Connecticut Area Statistics
Location Name(s): FoxWoods High Stakes Bingo & Casino, Ledyard, Connecticut
Context of casino(s): Mashantucket-Pequot Nation Tribal Reservation
Year Casino Opened: Bingo in 1989 and the Casino in 1992
'A' Population host Towns: Town of Ledyard, 15,500 steady Population
'B' Pop. Market in 1.5 hrs: Parts of N.Y. and Boston, 2,600,000
Casino(s), # of Employees: 7,000 or 10,000 including Hotels and related
Avg. # of Visitors Per Day: 45,000 People
Total # of parking spaces: 9,600 among both Garages and Paved Lots, up to 4,500 planned
Other Transit modes: Auto, Heavy use of Coach Buses, and Commercial Bus Lines
Total # of Local Casinos: 1 Monopoly, But 3 to 5 more casinos in sight in near future
Total # of Slot Machines: 6,600 Machines
Table 5.1
The Near Extinction of the Mashantucket Pequot Nation
Since before 7000 B.C., Southeastern Connecticut has been the home of the Mashantucket
Pequot and their ancestors. They occupied two hundred and fifty square miles of land between the
Thames and Pawcatuck Rivers. All tribes in the area spoke varieties of the Algonquin family of
languages. Before devastating diseases of the early 17th century, the tribe is estimated to have been
as large as 15,000 people. They lived in villages located along the tidal marshes and inlets of the
16 Donald Trump sued the Federal Government for allowing this competition to happen.
"Connecticut Tribal Dance," Page 31, The Economist, American Survey, New York, Sep., 18,
'93.
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Atlantic along Long Island Sound. There is archeological evidence of their hunting, fishing,
shellfishing and gathering wild plants as well as growing crops. 67
In various contacts with Europeans, the Pequots having control of the coast, tried to
enforce economic and political control inland over a 2,500 square mile region by controlling the
access to fur areas. After several skirmishes, the death of the English trader John Stone, and a
refusal to hand over the guilty or make restitution, war was finally declared on the Pequot in the
fall of 1636. A military force from the Massachusetts Bay Colony burned two villages on the
Thames River. Angered by this, the Pequot took over Fort Saybrook at the mouth of the
Connecticut River, cutting off the flow of supplies to the colonies of Windsor, Hartford and
Wethersfield. Soldiers were again brought in from the Massachusetts Bay Colony to rout the
Indian occupiers. In April of 1637, the Pequot answered by attacking settlers working in the fields
of Wethersfield, killing nine and kidnapping two girls in the misbelief that they could make
gunpowder for sixteen guns the Pequot had acquired. The settlers considered this just cause for an
end to the ordeal.68
Settlers allied themselves with the Mohegan and Narragansett Tribes, forming an army of
ninety men from the Bay Colony and two hundred tribal warriors. Later that spring they attacked
and burned the Pequot fort at the mouth of the Mystic River, killing between four hundred and
seven hundred men, women and children in less than an hour. Even those trying to flee were not
spared. Over the ensuing months, the settlers and allied tribesmen continued to hunt down and kill
the Pequot, their chiefs and families. Fearful of a reunited Pequot Tribe, the English sold into
slavery those not killed, or divided them between the allied tribes of the Mohegan and Narragansett
as spoils of war. In 1638, the Treaty of Hartford was signed, dividing the few remaining Pequot
between the Mohegan and Narragansett, and forbidding survivors from ever returning to their lands
or using the name "Pequot" again.69
6' Decker, Sheila Atkins, "FoxWoods: The Rebirth of a Nation," Page 22, Block Island Times,
July 3, '93
68 Ibid.
69 Decker, Sheila Atkins, "FoxWoods: The Rebirth of a Nation," Page 22, Block Island Times,
July 3, '93
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This forced assimilation into other tribes didn't work. The Pequots managed to retain their
identity. By the end of the Pequot War, only 2,500 tribespeople remained, and they had been
divided into two groups. The Mashantucket Pequots lived under the Uncas and Mohegans, and
the Pawcatuck Pequot lived under the Narragansetts. Years following the war, the Governor of
Connecticut, John Winthrop, Jr., granted rights to the Mashantucket Pequots to return to Pequot
Country. This was accomplished by the efforts of Robin Cassasinamon who became the first new
Pequot Chief or Sachem after the war, and remained so until he died in 1692.70
The Fox People
First settling in New London (Nameag), they were moved to Groton (Noank) in 1650. In
1666 they were moved inland to a 2,500 acre reservation. This land was repeatedly diminished by
encroaching settlers. In 1720 the five-hundred acre Mashantucket South Hill was lost. In 1761
another one thousand acres were taken. By 1856 only two hundred and fourteen acres remained.
In the early 1900's the government refused to allow new construction and placed other restrictions
on the land.
Eventually, all but two half-sisters had departed the reservation. Elizabeth Plouffe and
Martha Langvin grew old and moved off-reservation. But one persuaded her nephew to return and
he convinced twenty-nine second cousins to come back. The women continued to fight to hold
onto the land until they died in the early 1970's. Amos George became Sachem at their deaths.
The Tribal National Government was reorganized and a constitution was drafted in 1974. The
Nation was only fifty-five members strong then. Richard A. Hayward was elected chair at the first
meeting in 1975, and remains so today.7 1
In 1976, following years of negotiations and claims, Congress passed the "Mashantucket
Pequot Indian Land Claims Settlement Act," thus federally recognizing the Pequot Nation and
settling all past land claims. Now the Tribe, still under four-hundred in numeric strength, is one of
" Decker, Sheila Atkins, "FoxWoods: The Rebirth of a Nation," Page 23, Block Island Times,
July 3, '93
7' Decker, Sheila Atkins, "FoxWoods: The Rebirth of a Nation," Page 23, Block Island Times,
July 3, '93
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the most powerful in political strength in Connecticut.72 The fox is said to stand as a vigilant
reminder of past turbulent times when the Pequot adopted the name which remains today, the Fox
People. In 1986 they opened a bingo parlor with funding from Southeast Asia-the only place
they could find investors. The 1988 Tribal Gaming Act, and litigation with the State of
Connecticut, allowed the Pequot to expand to a full casino operation in 1992, after the State was
found not to be negotiating in good faith with the tribe.73
Figure 5.2 Model of the FoxWoods Complex on the Mashantucket-Pequot Tribal Reservation
The FoxWoods Complex
At planned completion, the reservation will contain some 1,700 acres of land on which both
the casino and related operations will reside, as well as most tribal facilities and functions. The
FoxWoods Complex already includes conference facilities, a 1,500 seat theater, another theater for
sporting events, yet three more multi-media omni-type theaters, the Cinitropolis, Cinedrome 360,
Turbo Ride, Virtual Reality, and a video arcade, a small tribal museum, shopping mall and gift
shops with more then twenty-five stores and twenty-five sales kiosk carts, over ten restaurants
7 "Connecticut Tribal Dance," The Economist, Page 31, American Survey, New York, Sep., 18,
1993.
13 Decker, Sheila Atkins, "FoxWoods: The Rebirth of a Nation," Page 23, Block Island Times,
July 3, '93
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from five star to buffet, two large and several smaller hotels, bed & breakfast type housing, two
very large casinos, two bingo halls, and the numerous parking lots and garages.7 4
Yet to come are an amusement theme park, two golf courses, a nine-hundred-seventeen
room seventeen floor hotel, a camping ground, a new multi-million dollar Tribal museum, an
additional casino, a heli-port, and a mag-lev elevated mono-rail linking all these facilities and
parking. These plans for an amusement park, mono-rail and a 17 floor, 1.4 million square foot
hotel are currently on hold. With all the other casinos due to open or being considered, there is fear
of an Indian Tribal Casino belt forming. If all the current building plans are completed, not
including those already under construction, the size of the resort would be doubled.75 The EPA is
also looking into requiring the tribe to complete an environmental impact statement before any
more construction not already started can be initiated.76 Congress currently has no less than five
bills before it on the issue of limiting and or studying gambling, almost all of which are promised to
be filibustered in the Senate Government Affairs Committee, by Senators from Nevada and/or New
Jersey, according to retiring Illinois Senator Paul Simon.77 However Nevada and New Jersey have
introduced some bills of their own to limit Tribal Casinos. There is a struggle between two forces,
State Governors and Indian Tribes.78 The towns are often caught in the middle.
74 Platt, Adam, "Go East Young Gambler," Page 42, Casino Magazine, Oct./Nov., 1994
7 Thagard, Elizabeth R., "The Menace of an Improbable Oz: A once peaceful rural region is
increasingly held hostage by the drawing power of casinos," Page 10, Conservation Matters
CLF, Winter '95 - '96.
76 Allen, Scott, "Group Urges US to Study Effects of Casinos: Law Foundation Voices Concerns
of Congestion, Pollution, Sprawl," Pages 19, 26, The Boston Globe, Tuesday, Nov. 8, 1994.
17 Simon, Paul, Illinois Senator, National Public Radio Interview, broadcast on April 28, 1996 at
7:28 AM
7 Glass, Pamela, Ottaway News Service, "Congress Struggles to Change Indian Gaming Law,"
Page A-1, 13; Cape Cod Times, Thursday, March 31, 1994
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Figures 5.3 The Town Crest of Ledyard, Connecticut & the Pequot or Fox People
Self Sufficient Home Lands: Living with the New Reservation
When the tribe was down to two sisters living on the reservation with no running water, the
state tried to have the tribe declared extinct so they could make a state park out of the land. Few
would have dreamed how drastically circumstances would turn around in just two decades. The
original size of the reservation was over 2,500 acres but the land was sold off bit by bit as people
left and funds ran short. At its lowest point the Tribe had two-hundred and fourteen acres. The
standard of living has improved and the tribal land holdings have increased. Tribal facilities now
include a tribal center, hospital, fire and police department, post office, tribal housing sub-
divisions, and a health center with an olympic size pool. Each Pequot is guaranteed a job with a
salary of fifty to sixty-thousand dollars per year. If they don't work, they don't receive it, but
whatever the job, including staying home to care for children, they have that guarantee.79 The
reservation as a separate recognized tribal nation seeks independence from any outside services-
they have paid extra to build in a way to be self sufficient. They have their own sewage and water
treatment facilities, and have paid 13 million dollars for all traffic improvements off the reservation
due to the increases in traffic. They are proceeding with plans to purchase and annex surrounding
lands.
" Johnson, Kirk, "Tribes Promised Land is Rich but Uneasy," New York Times Metro, Page A-
1, B-4., Feb. 20, '95.
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Figure 5.4 This is Parking for On-Site Construction Workers During the Off-Season, Winter
Figure 5.5 Rows of Mobile Construction Offices and More Related Parking in Background
Reservation Expansion: Buying Our Tribal Lands Back
The Pequots started with an area of two hundred and forty square miles, then were settled
on a 1,500 acre reservation, which was eventually encroached upon, down to two-hundred and
fourteen acres, when the state tried to take it away for a state park. After federal recognition the
tribe increased its holdings to 1,850 acres held in federal trust, by 1989. At that time the tribe filed
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to annex an additional 8,000 acres.80 Hopes are to eventually have 17,000 acres in trust. The
surrounding towns are fighting attempts to have land annexed to the tribal lands, as this would
forever remove the land from the tax rolls, even though the tribe has offered to continue to pay the
taxes, plus a one time five million dollar payment, to each of the three surrounding towns. In an
odd juxtaposition from when land was being taken from the Indians, now the area residents feel
they are being forced off their land. Some residents say traffic is so bad, they can't even cross the
street to get their mail. The Supreme Court has yet to deal with the annexation of non-abutting
land to Tribal Trust Lands, and several State Courts have come down on both sides.8 ' This is
important for New Bedford, Massachusetts, where a land swap would need to take place for a
planned Tribal run casino to become a reality.82
Figure 5.6 Large Multi-Story Addition Under Construction
0 "Connecticut Tribal Dance," Page 31, The Economist, American Survey, New York, Sep., 18,
'93.
Sylvester, Kathleen, "Indians Bet the Lure of the Dice: High Stakes Indian Gambling," Page
31, GOVERNING, Trends, July, 1993
82 Vaillancourt, Meg, "New Bedford Bets Casino Would Be Cure not Curse," Pages 1, 28-29, The
Boston Globe, Thursday, oct., 6, 1994.
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Figure 5.7 Determined New Entrance Construction Work Proceeds in Cold Weather
The Tribal Gaming Issue: On the Whole-Some Solutions, Some Difficulties
In 1993, FoxWoods became the largest casino in the Western Hemisphere." Within the
preceding five years Connecticut had lost well over 200,000 jobs in the manufacturing, marine,
service and insurance industries. In an area of Connecticut where boat yards are laying off people
daily, FoxWoods now employs nearly 10,000 people. 84 Recently Newsweek stated that they were
the largest and most profitable casino in the world. Other philanthropic efforts have included local
playgrounds, little league playing fields, private and public schools and programs, and a local
museum of their own culture. On their own lands and facilities they have spent lavishly on Native
American themed art and sculptures, the most famous of which is the "Rain Maker," a laser-
" Donald Trump sued the Federal Government for allowing this competition to happen.
"Connecticut Tribal Dance," Page 31, The Economist, American Survey, New York, Sep., 18,
'93.
84 Brown, Mickey, President/Chief Executive Officer FoxWoods Resort Casino, Mashantucket,
Connecticut, "Social Costs of the Casino Industry," Pages 1-15, open letter to public, Summer
1995.
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shooting twelve foot acrylic sculpture of an Indian with a bow and arrow, that puts on an hourly
light show.85 Recently the tribe also donated ten million dollars to the Smithsonian Institute to be
used for the construction of a Native American Indian Museum on the last remaining open parcel
of land on the Washington Mall in Washington, D. C.. However, soon they may have to become
more budget wise and less philanthropic-casino competition is coming.
Figures 5.8 The "Rain Maker" Ready for Hourly Laser Shows, and Nearby Indoor Forest
With recent state and federal recognition of a second Native Tribe in Connecticut, the
Golden Hill Paugussetts, 86 there is another casino currently under construction on their reservation
some ten miles away from FoxWoods, with the construction funding from the Mashantucket
" Platt, Adam, "Go East Young Gambler," Page 42, Casino Magazine, Oct./Nov., 1994
16 The Golden Hill Paugussett Tribe has now gone to court to try and lay claim to 84 square miles
of the State of Connecticut, including some of the most expensive suburbs. "Connecticut
Tribal Dance," Page 31, The Economist, American Survey, New York, Sep., 18, '93.
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Pequots and the same Malaysian group that helped fund the Pequot Bingo Hall. The Mohegans are
now moving ahead with a 250 million dollar South African funded resort casino in Montville,
Connecticut, on the site of the former United Nuclear Corporation Plant, despite a continued
dispute with the state over limiting further casinos. 87 Approximately thirty miles away in Rhode
Island, another casino is under construction by the Narragansetts on one hundred acres of Tribal
land. Guaranteeing further market saturation, Massachusetts has been haggling over plans for
two or more casinos to open in the future, one in the nearby New Bedford/Fall River area by the
Wampanoag Tribe,89 and a second, west of Springfield or in the Berkshires. The planners at
FoxWoods know that their exclusive days are numbered, and they are diversifying, both internally
by diversifying the casino operation, and externally by starting up widely varied businesses
unrelated to FoxWoods and the reservation.
Figure 5.9 Small Row of Shops Between Casinos on way to the "Rain Maker"
" Associated Press, Montville, Conn., "Connecticut tribe blesses casino site: Mohegans move
ahead with resort despite dispute with state," Nov. 7, '95
" Rakowsky, Judy, contributing, Vaillancourt, Meg, "R. I. Tribe Cleared to Open Casino:
Narragansetts get go-ahead to open Casino on Tribal Lands," Pages 45-46, The Boston Globe,
Business Section, Thursday, March 24, 1994.
89 Vaillancourt, Meg, "New Bedford Bets Casino Would Be Cure not Curse," Pages 1, 28-29, The
Boston Globe, Thursday, oct., 6, 1994.
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Hardships Placed on the Surrounding Towns and Property Owners
One main impact on the Ledyard area is the sheer influx and outflow of visitors: traffic,
road wear and enlargement, and other demands on infrastructure are created by the increase in
casino generated tourism. All parties agree that the Town of Ledyard's population has remained
stable for at least ten to fifteen years. There is consensus that virtually all increases in traffic
volumes are attributable to the casino, until other area casinos begin to open.90 All seem to agree
that traffic has become a problem, especially mid-days on weekends. 91 Accident rates are up over
1,000% at a few intersections.92 On Labor Day, 1995, there were 7,400 visitors to FoxWoods,
double the number expected at a million square foot mall the day before Christmas,93 and nearly
five times the population of Ledyard. Off site road construction alone is very disruptive at times.
Weekends seem the worst on the main routes, however, narrow winding side roads are most
affected as workers and frequent visitors try to find short cuts around the clogged arterial routes.
The State Police have a dedicated AM radio wave band just with updates on FoxWood area traffic
information.94 Many state police are brought in, as well paid "detail workers," to direct traffic
around the clock, all year, on and off the Reservation. The Tribe has attempted to begin traffic
congestion mitigation efforts, by paying for 13 million dollars in off site intersection, signal and
road improvements.
90 Haase, William R., AICP, Ledyard planning Dir., and Masalin, Steven, P.E., "Traffic Volumes
on Secondary Roads in Ledyard, Connecticut: Generated by FoxWoods Casino & Resort,"
Page 1, Sep. '94
9' Haase, William R., AICP, Ledyard planning Dir., and Masalin, Steven, P.E., "Traffic Volumes
on Secondary Roads in Ledyard, Connecticut: Generated by FoxWoods Casino & Resort,"
Page 1-26, Sep. '94.
92 Thagard, Elizabeth R., "The Menace of an Improbable Oz: A once peaceful rural region is
increasingly held hostage by the drawing power of casinos," Page 8, Conservation Matters
CLF, Winter '95 -'96.
93 Thagard, Elizabeth R., "The Menace of an Improbable Oz: A once peaceful rural region is
increasingly held hostage by the drawing power of casinos," Page 8, Conservation Matters
CLF, Winter '95 - '96.
94 Platt, Adam, "Go East Young Gambler," Page 41, Casino Magazine, Oct./Nov., 1994
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Increase in Visitors Brings Increase in Crime
In addition to traffic, sewage, water and other impacts, Ledyard and the surrounding towns
of North Stonington and Preston have experienced increases in petty crime and larceny. However,
in proportion to the increase in sheer numbers of people flowing through Ledyard, the rates have
dropped.95 The casino is not immune to crime. A 1.5 million dollar national credit card scam was
run from the casino. Cash advances were drawn against stolen credit cards, and then the different
forms of gambling were used to launder the money. In no way is FoxWoods the first to have this
happen. In general one sees the same types of crimes at a mall or at Disney World, in about the
same proportions, with the exception of forgery and counterfeiting. On an average day, the
population of Ledyard (15,000 residents) equals only one-third the number of people that pass
through FoxWoods' doors (45,000 visitors).96 It is no surprise that crime would also increase.97
Whether due to loss of industrial jobs, increases in crime, or the added traffic congestion from
FoxWoods, there appears to be an increase in the number of residential "for sale" signs in the area.
However, as the industrial economy of Southeastern Connecticut continues to shrink, FoxWoods is
becoming the largest employer in the region.98
Reservation's Gain: Is It Ledyard's Loss?
The Ledyard lands are increasingly being bought by the Pequots, which has prompted the
town to re-zone in such a way as to limit uses of the acquired land until such time as the federal
government approves the addition of any of the land to Federal Trust Lands. At this point the
town will have little control over what the Pequots wish to do. Another town strategy is to buffer
the reservation with an emerald necklace of parks to protect the surrounding residential areas from
the expanding resort complex. In a terrain of wide rolling wooded hills, such a large complex can
"54 "Thefts Continue to Rise at FoxWoods Resort," The Boston Sunday Globe, Associated Press,
May, 7, '95
96 Brown, Mickey, President/Chief Executive Officer FoxWoods Resort Casino, Mashantucket,
Connecticut, "Social Costs of the Casino Industry," Pages 1-15, open letter to public, Summer
1995.
" "Thefts Continue to Rise at FoxWoods Resort," The Boston Sunday Globe, Associated Press,
May, 7, '95
either be out of sight or highly visible depending on your point of view. The hills surrounding the
reservation are already owned by the reservation, whether in trust or not, so for the most part
aesthetics are not an issue. At intersections and appropriate areas, the Town of Ledyard is trying
to promote secondary development by zoning in additional uses in clusters away from residential
zones. One excluded use for all these lands is satellite parking lots for the casino.99 The Tribe has
already paved hundreds of acres and built a parking structure to provide 9,600 free parking places.
Plans exist to construct around 3,500 to 4,500 additional spaces for the casino complex
customers.100
Loss of Ledyard Township Autonomy, Taxes and Land
The town of Ledyard was not consulted when the state and governor cut its original 113
million dollar per year deal on slot revenues, allowing the Tribe a state-wide unlimited casino
monopoly.101 Nor was the town included in the April, 1994 deal with both the Mohegan and
Mashantucket Tribal Nations for 25% of their slot machine take or 80,000 dollars, whichever is
greater. 102 Some funds have been forwarded to the town in the form of increased state grants, but
little input has been allowed by the state. The Tribe has offered some one time payments for
capital improvements, but the town is afraid that if it accepts them, it will set a precedent,
weakening their current negotiations and litigation on various issues.103
" Haase, William R., AICP, Planning Director Town of Ledyard, "Plan of Development, Town of
Ledyard," Nov. '93.
99 Haase, William R., AICP, Planning Director Town of Ledyard, "Plan of Development, Town of
Ledyard," Nov. '93.
"" Thagard, Elizabeth R., "The Menace of an Improbable Oz: A once peaceful rural region is
increasingly held hostage by the drawing power of casinos," Page 8, Conservation Matters
CLF, Winter '95 - '96.
'' "Connecticut Tribal Dance," Page 31, The Economist, American Survey, New York, Sep., 18,
'93.
"02 Associated Press, Montville, Conn., "Connecticut tribe blesses casino site: Mohegans move
ahead with resort despite dispute with state," Nov. 7, '95
"0 Haase, William R., AICP, Planning Director Town of Ledyard, Interview and visit to Town
Center Offices, Nov. '93.
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' Campbell, Ben Nighthorse, "The FoxWoods Myth," Republican Senator from Colorado,
Trustee of the American Indian College Fund, Mar.,29, '95
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Gambling Doesn't Help Most Native Americans: The FoxWoods Exception
The Mashantucket Pequot Tribe has barely more than 300 members. The success of
FoxWoods is an exception: a small reservation with over 2 million people in a 200 mile radius. In
the wider spectrum of things, most reservations starkly contrast with the Fox People. For one
contrasting example, over 80% of Native Americans in Alaska live in villages still inaccessible by
road. Large percentages of all Native Americans are not within close proximity to any sizable
markets, and lack infrastructure like running water and sewage to attract investment for casinos to
imitate the booming success of FoxWoods. As of the 1990 census, 31% of Native Americans lived
below the poverty level. Of over 500 tribes, only around one-fifth have casino-type operations.,04
Although there are increasing numbers of reservation run casinos, they cause greater competition
and lower tribal profits. In Wisconsin and Minnesota, politics and struggles over tribal rules are
causing competition for membership, due to issues of control over the newfound wealth.
Chapter 6.
Vue de Montrdal vers 1803 A view of Montreal circa 1803
Figure 6.1 Montreal, Quebec, in 1803
Montreal, Quebec: Casino de Montreal, Evolution au Palais de la Civilisation
Location Name(s): Vill6 de Montr6al, Quebec, Canada
Context of casino(s): Park land, island in the middle of the St. Lawrence Seaway
Year Casino Opened: Opened in 1993, Renovation and expansion in 1995
'A' Population host Towns: Montr6al, 1,100,000
'B' Pop. Market in 1.5 hrs: Metro Montr6al, 3,000,000
Casino(s), # of Employees: 1,860 Union Workers
Avg. # of Visitors Per Day: 15,342 People
Total # of parking spaces: 3,018 Spaces
Other Transit modes: Pedestrian, bicycle and rollerblade paths; shuttle bus and automobile
access; subway and ferry.
Total # of Local Casinos: 1 Monopoly, 2 other regional casinos in Qu6bec
Total # of Slot Machines: 1,835 Machines
Table 6.1
Historic Roots and Foundations of a Rich Cultural Diversity
Montr6al is actually a large island in the middle of the Saint Lawrence Seaway with other
smaller islands around it. Jacques Cartier, a French Catholic explorer, came up the seaway in 1535,
met the native amer-indians and christened the highest of points on this main island as Mount
Royal or Mont R6al. He founded the first settlement that same year.
Then in 1642, where Mount Royal meets the St. Lawrence Seaway, Paul de Chomedey and
over two dozen French followed, and formally founded Ville-Marie. The Native Canadians,
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although still not in agreement today, signed peace treaties in 1701. The city has been under the
control of other nations often. In 1760 and 1775-76 the Americans occupied the city and
attempted occupation again in 1812-14, but failed. Between these times, the then-called New
France (or Neuvelle-France) was controlled by the British. In 1801 the British were firmly enough
in control to order the dismantling of the stone wall around "old Montreal" thus most likely forever
removing the possibility of French dominion over the city. So Neuvelle-France, including Ville-
Marie and Old Montreal, is now the thriving Canadian (British rooted) city called Montreal.
Our famous local landscape planner, Frederick Law Olmstead, planned and groomed the
city's grand central park into Mount Royal, a huge public park. By the 1900's, Montreal became
one of the busiest ports in North America. In the need for inexpensive imported labor and trade,
many other cultures were introduced in the growth of this world class culturally diverse city.
Historic Mob Connections and Illegal Trade
Many cultures assimilated and staked out their areas of Montreal over time. Montr6al grew
from a fur and supplies trading post to a pre-industrial port, and ultimately became the largest
inland port and industrial center in North America. Part of this is due to its border status with the
United States which caused it to be fought over so much in earlier years, now making it a prized
location for the conducting of business, both legal and not. So, sadly, it also make it a prime
location for crime.
As immigrant populations set up their "turf," they would bring their own form of "Mob"
with them-often exploiting the newness of first generation immigrants and their language barriers.
As a border town, Montreal also has become a major point of drug trafficking and other syndicated
crimes and vices. In 1995 alone, Montreal has seen at least twenty-two gang related deaths
attributed to a rivalry between the Hell's Angels and a new, smaller Asian bikers' drug gang.
Compared to previous years, this is a local epidemic of violence.
0d
IIoto-quebec TREA
Figures 6.2 Casino Union Logo, Loto-Qu6bec Logo & Casino de Montreal Logo
Loto-Quibec
Similar to the State of Massachusetts, the Province of Qu6bec has a vast lottery program
called Loto-Quebec, begun in 1970 and administered solely by the Quebec Provincial Government.
Loto-Quebec funnels millions in profits into both the Quebec's General Operating Budget and the
federal government. Unlike in the States and in Massachusetts, Loto-Qu6bec also manages and
owns Quebec's three new casino operations, under several subsidiaries they created: the urban
Casino de Montr6al, the resort Casino de Charlevoix at Pointe-au-Pic (ninety minutes northeast of
Qu6bec City), and a Casino planned for Hull, "given its strategic proximity to both Ontario and
U.S. borders." 05
Of the two monopolistic casinos in this study, both are officially "governmentally" run
casinos, Casino de Montreal by Loto (Lottery) Quebec, and FoxWoods by the U.S. recognized
Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation. However, the FoxWoods Reservation has several differences
with the States and Provinces that can make it react differently than a typical government body.
these are discussed further in Chapter Nine.
Other Forms of Competing Gambling Eroding Regional Monopoly Status
Loto-Qu6bec also has a profitable subsidiary setting up video lotteries all over Quebec,
including Montr6al, in what they call Taverns, Bars, and Basseries. Montreal has over 1,500 video
slot machines, distributed throughout the city. Although all the machines are made, or at least
assembled, in Quebec, producing maybe four-hundred jobs, there is little known about the effects
of such widely available gaming on addictive and under-age gambling. Additionally, unless these
"0" Crete, Michel, President, "Diversification: a winning strategy, Message From The President"
Loto-Quebec Annual Report 1994-1995, Page 3, 1995.
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various pubs are on the borders of the province or near tourist areas, then they are only
recirculating money, rather than drawing new revenues in from outside the province. Additionally,
if these pubs are near, and competing with, the government owned and managed casinos, there is a
danger of a saturation, which will profit neither.
Figures 6.3 Casino de Montr6al in Day With the City inView & also at Night
Casino de Montreal
Just off the shore of Montreal, which includes Old Montr6al, Ville Marie and the Old Port,
are two islands comparably smaller than the island of Montreal. These islands form the Parc des
iles of St. H616n's and Notre-Dame's. These islands were used for the 1967 World's Fair, and the
1976 summer Olympic Games. It has now been four-hundred and sixty years since the French
first landed and named Mount Royal, and three-hundred and fifty-three years since the formal
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founding of what we know today as Montr6al. The area has grown beyond its indigenous
population and the twenty settlers, to over 1.1 million people in Montr6al and 3 million
metropolitan inhabitants.
The City of Montreal seems to follow closer to European preferences in planning leaning
toward compactness and fewer land rights for the individual than in the United States. This has led
to more frequent and more participatory planning than on this side of the border. (This is how
Montreal has developed and is not an argument for all of Canada; Calgary and Edmonton obviously
follow closer to American southwestern city plans of development). In Montreal's case, the city
is divided into thirteen planning districts, and then into further sub-districts. The oldest planning
district in Montr6al is Ville Marie, under which lies the original walled city. One of seventeen sub-
planning districts consists of the Parc des il6s, which contains both the ile de St. H6l6n and the ile
de Notr6-Dame. In both the most recent General Plan for all of Montreal, and in the District Plan
for Ville-Marie, concern is soundly raised over the former French Pavilion from the 1967 World's
Fair. The city wanted to save this deteriorating "Palais de Civilisation" without bearing the full
cost. Montreal improved on this by arranging a long term lease with Loto-Qu6bec for the Casino
de Montreal. The plan called for bringing use to the island more months of the year and more
hours of each day. The island was used at most for around twelve hours a day during the five
warmer months of each year. Further plans called for an income-producing venture that would help
maintain and support the rest of the Parc des iles non-income generating activities. The quick
decision of locating a casino in the pavilion suggests that the idea was present long before the two
master planning processes took place
On an economically negative side, up to 97% of the patrons of Casino de Montr6al come
from the greater M6tro-Montreal area. This high percentage of local attendance is not pulling in
any outside or new money to the area economy. As compulsive gambling grew in Atlantic City
when casinos were introduced, so estimates are that one in twelve Albertans is a problem gambler
since gambling has been legal in Alberta for a long time. Montr6al too may be showing increased
signs of addictive gambling. One creative way the casino has dealt with this is by allowing
customers to ban themselves from the casino with a written authorization and Polaroid Photo I.D..
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Casino with a Difference
Casino de Montreal is different from the previous casinos in several ways. It's like
Atlantic City in that it's in an urban setting, but it combines the advantages of being a monopoly
like FoxWoods in Connecticut. Furthermore Casino de Montreal only has limited local goals, in
maintaining the surrounding park land and the historic French-donated pavilion. The pavilion is
only able to hold a certain level of activity and cannot be excessively changed or expanded-this
will limit any "casino laddering" effect from taking place. The island casino has a strict dress code
and has to turn away many American tourists in casual clothing and shoes.
The casino started with three restaurants 1,200 slot machines, seventy table games, half a
dozen miscellaneous other betting games, (one is an indoor race track), and some underground
parking. In the last year the casino has gone beyond the 100 million Canadian dollar original
renovation and outfitting, and spent 75 million Canadian dollars more to expand to nearly 2,000
slot machines, eighty-eight table games and seventeen other games of chance. Additionally, parking
is now at over 2,000 underground and on site spaces and around 1,000 additional spaces in an off
site-off Parc des iles location for employees and overflow. The casino is also accessible by
subway (the Metro), ferry, bicycle, pedestrian and rollerblade paths, and several highways, despite
its island location. Other recreation uses for the islands include seasonal festivals, the Grand Prix
du Montreal, the Biosphere in the Buckminster Fuller geodesic dome, a museum on Qu6bec, an
outdoor theatre and concert space, a beach, a paddle-boat lake with rentals and marina, and La
Ronde, a seasonal amusement park. There are many more activities on these islands; suffice it to
say that if the city means gambling to be truly limited and recreational and not out of control,
Montr6al appears to have found a site that contains the gambling as much as gambling has saved
the site.
France's gift to Montreal's 1967 World's Fair-the "Palais de la Civilisation" (Palace of
Civilization), a flamboyant but deteriorated structure-has now been turned into a casino and in
the venture been saved. This is a big risk, as the Parc des iles is a jewel at the center of the region's
tourism industry and just minutes from Old Montreal, the Old Port and waterfront areas.
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' Graham, Renee, "Casino Culture: New Englands gambling mecca is more mall than Vegas,"
The Boston Globe, Page 21-25, Tuesday, April 5, '94.
From One Native American's Point of View
Richard White Deer, a full blooded Cherokee, comes to FoxWoods not so much to gamble
as to stroll the casino floors watching people try to get rich quick, and unwittingly giving
something back to a people who have had so much taken away from them for so long. "Casinos
are like retribution to me. After everything the white man has taken from Native Americans, it's
high time that we took a little something back," says White Deer. "Every time I hear someone drop
quarters into a machine or see someone throw money on the black-jack table, I can't help think
history is balancing out just a little bit." 106
Section III. Analysis
Comparing Casino Physical Impacts and Land Use Changes on Host Communities
From the previous four cases, the next two Chapters cover different aspects of community
physical impacts and the possible causes relating to the introduction of casinos,. These
chapters will follow a similar format, beginning with a general overview of community
impact similarities. Utilizing cases that best illustrate the extremes and expected impacts,
more specific details will follow, highlighting each casino market model and community size
criteria. Evidence for comparison is both substantive and anecdotal in nature due to the
diversity of these four cases. The underlying challenge in this study is the lack of available
quality data that limits research between new monopolistic, and more traditional
competitive casinos. Due to these difficulties, empirical comparisons are difficult, however
some physical comparisons are drawn. Chapter 7 covers impacts to the infrastructure and
municipal services including access, while Chapter 8 uses aerial and ground photo-
documentation to analyze changes inland use and land cover over time.
Chapter 7.
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HOST COMMUNITY & CASINO MARKET MODEL - STATISTICS
Casino Market Model: Competitive Market Models Monopolistic Market Models
Host Community Size: Small Town Urban Small Town Urban
Casino,ak Hawk & Atantl FoxWood Rot,
city or Town: Centra..City, C.ty, L.dy.rd Mon. .
State /Province: Clrd* e es onciu ubc
Total Number of Local Casinos: 32 1 211
' A ' Population of the BIkHwk/CntrlCty Atlantic City Town of Ledyard Montreal
City or Town: 515 35,000 1 15,500 1,100,'000
' B ' Population of the Metro Denver Met. Atlantic Cty. Parts of N.Y. & Bos. Metro Montreal
Larger Metropolitan Area: V 2,000,000 2,900,000 2,600,000 3,000,000
Total Casino Employees per Host Community:- 7,000 29,000 7,000 1,860
Total Number of Casino Hotel Rooms: 450 9,412 900 0
Total Number of Parking Spaces: 12,859 49,237 9,600 3,018
Total Number of Slot Machines: 8,078 26,846 6,600 1,835
Average Number of Gamblers per Day: 20,000 95,890 45,000 15,342
Record Number of Gamblers in 1 Day: e 34,000 161,096 74,000 19,094
* Visitor Counts Estimated from Vehicle Counts.
t Not open 24 hours a day, one shift less than other casinos.
o Up to 10,000 Employed during Summer & 5,000 in Winter, highly seasonal.
* During Emi Lou Days in Central City, with bed races.
V Within 1.5 Hours Drive of Casino(s).
- Excluding Hotel Employees.
~~ Table 7.1, Page 73 ~~
CASINO MARKET MODEL & HOST COMMUJNITY CASE ANALYSIS
Casino Market Model: Competitive Market Models Monopolistic Market Models
Host Community Size: Small Town Urban Small Town Urban
Casino, BlackHawk & Atlantic FoxWoods Resort, Casino de
City or Town: Central City, Ledyard Montrdal,
State / Province: Coloradoe New J
Total Number of Local Casinos: 32 12 1 1
... .~~~..... .. . . . . . .
. . . . .
. . ... . ..... ... .. 
: -s i ......
Average Number of Gamblers per Employee:- 2.86 3.31 6.43 8.25
Avg. Number of Gamblers per Slot Machine: 2.48 3.57 6.82 8.36
Avg. Num. of Gamblers per Parking Space: 1.56 1.95 4.69 5.08
Slots Proportional to Available Parking: 62.82% 54.52% 68.75% 60.80%
Number of Modes of Transit to Casinos: 2 6+ 3 8+
Other Games of Chance as % of All Games: 3.0% 5.0% 3.6% 5.4%
Average Number of Employees per Casino:- 219 2,417 7,000 1,860
Avg. Number of Slot Machines per Casino: 252 2,237 6,600 1,835
Avc. Num. of Em loyees per Slot Machine:- 0.87 1.08 1.06 1.01
iSo s ak t & i aino Sc. .esii ...........~:::~
Num. People in City/Town per Slot Machine: 0.06 1.30 2.35 599.46
Number of Metropolitan Population per Slot: 247.59 108.02 393.94 1,634.88
~......__ __...____.
* Visitor Counts Estimated from Vehicle Counts.
t Not open 24 hours a day, one shift less than other casinos.
* Up to 10,000 Employed during Summer & 5,000 in Winter, hig
Metropolitan population defined as within 1.5 hours drive of Casino.
* During Emi Lou Days in Central City, with bed races.
hly seasonal. - Excluding Hotel Employees.
~~ Table 7.2, Page 74 ~~
Infrastructure Impacts: Including Access, Parking, and Some Municipal Services
Areas under this chapters' purview are transportation to and from the casinos, and different
access route capacities to handle the peak loads of traffic. Comparisons are drawn on the extent to
which casinos impact communities' other public infrastructures, like water supply, sewer and
waste management. The general impact on the buffering area's quality of life is often a result of
changes in traffic. Accidents increase. Increased traffic congestion contributes to air, noise, and
visual pollution in the surrounding physical environment.
Adequate Access, Mode, and Parking Impact Trends
Already mentioned in the different case studies are cues to how adequate casino access is.
There seems to be a fairly strong line drawn in the cases chosen, between smaller host communities
in Colorado and Ledyard in Connecticut, and the more urban areas of Atlantic City and Montreal.
In that ascending order starting in Colorado, the smaller the city and larger the peak volume of
traffic, the worse the situation. Inversely, the larger the city, the more integrated, localized and to
scale the casino, and the more diverse the means of available transit, then the more adapted the
casino is to its context. This may seem obvious but the outcome is clearest only in the more
extreme cases. On one extreme is BlackHawk and Central City with only one main access route-2
lanes, one each way. On the other adaptive extreme is the Casino de Montreal-run by the state
which then profits, with limited expectations and limited scale, on an extremely well suited site.
The amenities and access are the best. The market is close by.
Double Trouble in Colorado Casino Transit Limitations
BlackHawk and Central City have the worst access available with the fewest possible
solutions of these four cases. Already they have set up satellite lots in Denver and encouraged
people to take subsidized buses up the steep, narrow, winding mountain road, climbing about one-
half mile in elevation from Denver (the "mile high city"). The casino operators have encouraged off
peak bus trips, almost as a city would encourage floating shifts for corporations to reduce peak
traffic volume. There is evidence of increased accidents. In one case a drunk driver forced a bus to
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roll off the edge of the road into the muddy North Clear Creek basin killing several people. In
another case, a truck hauling sewage down the mountain for treatment rolled into the North Clear
Creek spilling three-thousand gallons of sewage. This is the same creek that flows into Denver.
Colorado local newspapers show a definite trend in increased accidents attributed to increases in
traffic from the casinos.
The only other way toward Denver is by way of "Oh My God Road." There are plans to
take some of the "oh my" out of it by leveling, widening, and paving it as a front entrance to
Central City which currently loses many of its customers in BlackHawk, the first town the
customers currently reach coming from Denver. You must travel through BlackHawk to get to
Central City. The rough terrain makes an airport nearly impossible-heliports are only for small
numbers and expensive per passenger. Even a former train route that existed in the old mining days
is deemed cost prohibitive to re-establish now.
Out West the auto is even more the travel mode of choice. It's hard to convince people to
try other means. When gamblers arrive in their own cars at either of the cities, parking is so
difficult that they must travel up long winding roads to new separate parking built by each
individual city, two huge paved parking lots cleared from the scrub and woodlands. A parking fee
of five dollars is charged in BlackHawk which casinos will validate after 1 hour of gambling at their
establishments. In Central City parking is five dollars only at the lower parking lots the higher
ones are free. In both cases shuttles take gamblers down to the casinos. In comparison to
BlackHawk and Central City, FoxWoods in Ledyard, CT, fares only a little better, but with
enhanced options for improvement. FoxWoods is much less seasonal than BlackHawk and Central
City, in both its resident base and customer base.
Average FoxWoods Daily Attendance, Equals Three Times the Population of Ledyard.
On the latest record day of attendance, FoxWoods saw five times the number of visitors as
the total population of the town of Ledyard. The Pequot Reservation is in an area webbed with
existing roads unlike the mining towns described above, even though these are still mostly 2 lane
roads. The combined draw in BlackHawk and Central City is on average 20,000 a day, while the
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average daily attendance at FoxWoods is 45,000 people, with the current record attendance of
74,000 on Labor Day of 1995.
The huge volume of patronage at FoxWoods compounds problems of access, transit, and
parking, but there are many more feasible opportunities to aid in solving this problem with
FoxWoods. The closer proximity of major highways and on site hotels lacking in the Colorado case
make a big difference. Additionally some novel ideas are both planned and under consideration
with the FoxWoods complex that just are not feasible in mountainous Colorado, such as a monorail
connecting all the sites on the reservation and the FoxWoods main Complex, including: the planned
amusement theme park, ever expanding satellite parking, two PGA planned golf courses, planned
seventeen story hotel, the possible airstrip and heliport. At present, the free parking is in a huge
garage that is part of the complex, and in five or more satellite parking lots. All are currently
connected by free shuttle buses. Recently FoxWoods opened a multi-story excursion bus facility
with sheltered loading and unloading for year-round comfort. With hotels, proposed campgrounds,
and other attractions, an LRV or other rail service may not be out of the question-especially with
several other casinos, museum, and entertainment destinations proposed, and others currently
being refurbished, like Mystic Seaport and the Aquarium. The whole region is becoming a zone for
tourism and entertainment. This does suggest that traffic problems are bound to get much worse.
To date, the contributions made by FoxWoods to remedy traffic congestion have included
encouraging the use of buses, paying for a traffic study, and funding thirteen million dollars in off
Reservation road, signaling and intersection improvements. Additionally they pay for state police
details twenty-four hours a day to direct traffic at multiple locations. If they were to charge for
parking, or just promote leaving the car at home and using buses, it would help. The community of
Ledyard has a population of about 15,000 people, stable for the last fifteen years or more, where
BlackHawk and Central City combined are under five-hundred in population and slowly shrinking.
Even with the vastly larger volume of traffic at FoxWoods, compared to that of Colorado, the
system of roads in Ledyard is more properly suited handle the FoxWoods crowd than BlackHawk
and Central City's mountainous two lanes will ever be. The traffic, access and parking problems
are not nearly so overpowering in Atlantic City, and even less so in Montreal.
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Atlantic City Urban Transit Access
Atlantic City has several two to four lane highways, approaching from multiple directions.
Each casino has its own parking garage lined up behind or under the ocean front casinos. The city
also provides metered street parking and municipal lots. Weekends traditionally are the heaviest
period for the casinos, but with the emerging convention business, it is hoped the peaks and valleys
will be leveled out. There is now enough traffic seven days a week to support the renewed rail link
and its new terminal, between Atlantic City and Philadelphia. There is a large bus terminal four
blocks from the ocean, for both tour and coach buses, and also local mass transit buses. Atlantic
City also has its own International Airport.
Employee Influx and How They Get to Work
While the population of BlackHawk and Central City combined is under five-hundred, the
population of the Pequot National Reservation is under four hundred. The two mining towns
import around seven thousand employees, five thousand during the winter and up to ten thousand
employees in the main season. These casino staff park up on the mountaintop parking lots and are
also bussed in. FoxWoods employes nearly 10,000 people including hotel workers-maybe the
largest individual employer in South-Eastern Connecticut. Atlantic City has most of its 40,000
casino employees, the majority of whom don't live in town, park on a special lot built in the
meridian of the expressway on the way from the Garden State Parkway, then take shuttle buses to
the casinos.
Parking Lots and Garages
Once at the casino(s) location, there is the question of the adequacy and impact of parking
facilities. Whether large garages that create a visual and physical barrier to a view or community
resource like the ocean, or the paving of open or formerly wooded lands for parking lots, there are
large impacts that additionally affect the environment in ways we are only beginning to understand.
Air, Noise and Light Pollution.
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This still leaves open many environmental questions such as widening of roads, emissions
caused by those traffic jams, charter bus programs, pedestrian mobility and a myriad of other
access related issues.
Pedestrian, Bicylce, Bus and Other Alternate Means of Transit Accommodation.
If this parking is in the form of satellite lots or garages that bridge people away from street
level activities, then other physical impacts are at issue, such as access to the community
businesses, pedestrian mobility, and shuttle programs.
"07 Shapiro, Harvey D., A Full House: Gambling, Hemispheres, Culture Section, Page: 86, 10/94
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Increasing Role of the States in Selling Gambling
A troubling aspect is the new role of governments as promoters of gambling. States aren't
just legalizing gambling but they are increasingly selling it as they have taken the role of selling state
lotteries. "You didn't see organized crime running full page adds in newspapers or on TV urging
people to gamble more, or pictures of people who won and transformed their lives." But states do
this all the time. The government has become so dependant on lottery and casino revenues that it's
looking for new people to gamble, with increasing frequency.107 One has to wonder how far off
market saturation lies.
Chapter 8.
Land Use Impacts from Casinos: Spatial/Visual Comparisons of Use Changes over Time
Many impacts can be observed in the form of visual displacement, or replacement of certain
structures or activities. When lacking some types of numeric data, visual data are substituted.
This chapter relies on the United States' Geological Service aerial photographs, and for Montreal,
the National Air Photo Library of Canada, for black and white photos taken at two different time
periods. For each location, the most recent image was taken, as well as an additional image as close
to the time casinos were introduced, or before. Additionally, ground photos or slides were taken
during visits to each case community. In some of these cases, the contrast in the aerial photos over
time is profound. In other cases, one barely notices a difference.
These methods of visual documentation are used to demonstrate displacement or changes to
each community. Changes that I was looking for included impacts to open space, major expansion
of paved parking lots or garages, creation of new roads or enlargement of existing roads, effects
adjacent to the casino(s) in the form of either major building demolition or expansion and alterations
to residential neighborhoods
The citizens and residents of these four casino communities and neighboring towns are the
ones who have to co-exist with the casinos and their impacts. They can't leave at the end of the
day and ignore the impacts. Some communities have seen severe impacts on the value, availability,
quality and affordability of both owner occupied and rental units, and rooming houses for workers
with many of the low paying jobs found in casinos and related services. Alternatively needing to
import so much labor from more affordably priced suburban residential areas, compounds traffic
and access problems. Due to the speculative purchase of land, vacant lots are hoarded when they
could be used for housing or open recreation areas.
BlackHawk &Central City
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Since the inception of casinos, BlackHawk/Central City has shown some of the most
extreme visible impacts from both ground and air. Aerial photos most visibly draw attention to
several newly blasted roads up mountainsides and the very large parking lots to which they lead.
In addition, a new waste treatment facility is visible along the North Clear Creek, and several new
casinos of a greater scale than the existing historic buildings are visible. Several old and new
retaining walls are being encroached upon, endangering their stability.
Figures 8.1 Contrast in Parking for Central City in 9/4/88 (left) and 9/24/94 (right)
Adding Parking at the Loss of Open Space
In creating individual large satellite parking facilities on the hills overlooking BlackHawk and
Central City, hundreds of acres of open space were taken and paved. This land provides some of
the best views of the surrounding area due to its altitude. In order for BlackHawk to gain access to
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their parking facility on Miner's Mesa, they had to blast their way up the side of a mountain and
make a road that zig-zags its way up to the parking lot which they then built. In Central City, five
parking lots have been developed. Parking lots A and B are close into town, and customers are
charged $5.00 to park there. Parking lots C, D and E are clustered together on top of a different
hill, behind Miner's Mesa. Central City encourages use of these hilltop parking lots by providing
them free to the public including free shuttle rides, due to the lack of sufficient parking in town.
In BlackHawk, the ground images show how one casino dynamited away the side of a
mountain to build hundreds of parking spaces in a new garage behind its facility. Increasingly in
both towns, casinos are constructing adjacent parking facilities, causing a gradual but constant
diminished use of their new hilltop parking lots. After spending millions to build these lots, now
they are looking at removing parts of some of the lots for new mixed-use development, opening
camping sites near others, and in general encouraging most employees to park up top, leaving the
more expensive and accessible spaces down below for the customers.
Inadequate Access Peaks Unsolvable Issues
Access to Central City and to BlackHawk is inadequate for the number of visitors they
receive. The aerial photos show one portion indicative of the tight ravine containing both North
Clear Creek, and the two lane highway, which leads to Denver. Just off this aerial lie curve after
curve of hairpin turns. A four lane highway would barely be adequate for peak loads of traffic
encountered daily up the winding mountain road. While the journey is often beautiful and
breathtaking, the blind curves and narrow lanes can distract a driver from enjoying the beauty of the
views.
Impacts on Existing Residential and Commercial Structures
Before casinos came to these towns, over five-hundred-fifty. people resided there. The
1990 census recorded over a 30% poverty level, approximately equal to the percent of renters. As
the price of land rose with the introduction of casinos, workers in the stores, who also rented
rooms locally, were priced out of the market. Subsequently, nearly all of the workers come from
outside the community, and the population has dropped in both towns due both to the loss of
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affordable rental housing and to increased assessed values from Gilpin County. In addition, many
of the houses and former stores, some of which were historic structures, located in commercial
districts have been torn down and replaced them with casinos, parking garages and lots. Others
existing commercial buildings had rental units on the upper floors, until casinos sent both packing.
However, BlackHawk has committed itself to restoring all of its remaining housing utilizing historic
grants, by the year 2000. One thing that is not visible in these towns is children-the families who
lived here, not foreseeing the positive effects gambling would have on the community, have nearly
all moved away. No new housing construction permits have been issued in either town for ten to
fifteen years. Although both communities have staff historic preservationist, they are continually
in danger of removal from the Register of Historic Places.
The Evolution of Waves of Casino Displacement
Old structures were first to be taken over and made into casinos. Then adjacent old
structures were combined, removing interior wall sections to make larger casinos. There is a current
wave of casinos being built on difficult sites and at high cost, but these are much larger than the
preceding casinos. This third type of casino, the newest and largest, includes hotel rooms and
parking, as well as gaming facilities. From the inside, there is often the glitz of Las Vegas, however
the outsides are constructed to emulate a nineteenth century frontier mining town. The fagades
emulate store fronts to break up the massed scale, or are robed as a river mill complete with a water
wheel, large old mines, or a railway station.
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Atlantic City, Visually Documented Displacements and Deteriorations
Casinos & Parking Garages Replace Existing Context: A Wall to Residential Access
Of the four casino communities, Atlantic City is the oldest, with the first casino opening
eighteen years ago. The other three are new enough (less than four years old), that there is ground
photo documentation or have access to knowledge of conditions before casinos. It is obvious even
from census records on population alone, that the city was in decline long before the passage of
casinos-this decline was used as rationale to pass the 1976 referendum. Whatt is visible in the old
and new aerial photos and the current ground photos is the displacement of waterfront resort uses
and the strip of largely vacant or boarded-up blocks just behind the ocean front row of casinos and
their back door parking garages with 29,237 casino customer parking spaces. Between 1980 and
1983 when most the casinos were built, over 2,470 demolition permits were issued by the Atlantic
City After 1984 the number of permits dropped below a hundred, after which they steadily
dropped to zero by 1988. However in 1989 with the construction of Trump's Taj Mahal, issued
demolition permits jumped back up to nearly two hundred, then back down to thirty-one in 1990,
on completion and opening.
Loss of Access & Use of the Ocean Beach Areas
By the creation of this wall of casinos and the buffering row of no-mans land blocks
between the citizens of Atlantic City and the Atlantic Ocean, use of the beaches as a recreation
resource was discouraged. At night the bordering empty blocks and adult establishments, made it
less safe for city residents to access the five and one-half mile long boardwalk. The ocean was the
city park for generations. The city was founded as a resort to exploit the ocean as a recreation
resource.
Good Access: Poor Design From the Back View
Along the access road from the Garden State Parkway are the large casino and hotel
employee parking lots. The access expressway is a toll road but has three and four lanes in places,
running in each direction. There are four other wide two lane roads leading into town from the
North and South, and two from the West, excluding the expressway. Combined with the new rail
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station, bus station, and international airport, access is more than adequate for the casino industry.
However, pollution and congestion may be having bad effects on the citizens who live inland from
the fresh ocean breezes.
Along the boardwalk and from the ocean, the casinos look detailed and designed with some
care following whichever style chosen. From the back, the casinos and especially the parking
garages look blank. Due to the vacant blocks directly behind the casino garages leaving an un-
obstructed view, the first sight off the expressway from the Garden State Parkway, is the boringly
similar back side of this row of garages, a daily view of local residents and workers alike.
Clearing the Land: Losing Nearly One-Half the Population
As urban flight caused the city and banks to foreclose on properties in the early '70's, often
the buildings were demolished as the least troublesome way to maintain the land. Arson and
vandalism eroded the existing abandoned city core and the banks still had to pay taxes based on the
added value of the buildings: all motivated the demolition of structures as the city, banks, and
speculators came into ownership of the property. The legalization of casinos and their
construction brought on another wave of building demolition and/or displacement. Finally in the
local real estate crash of 1988 and 1989, additional foreclosures and bankruptcies brought down
some remaining structures. All of this left vast areas of the city with vacant buildable land, roughly
one-third in total. The population is nearing half of its original population of 66,200 in 1930.
Atlantic City EHpanded
Waste Treatment Plant
Near Double Capacity
Fis of 4/7/95 From a
USGS Aerial Photograph
Figure 8.2
Casinos Changing Attitudes and Constructive Actions for Self-Preservation
As described in Chapter Four on Atlantic City, the Special Improvements District (SID)
has made millions of dollars in improvements, but only toits special casino district and the
boardwalk, and only because it is to the casino's advantage to do so in order to survive against new
competition. Recently, rail service was restored between Philadelphia and Atlantic City and an
adjacent vacant parcel was used to construct a new convention center. Future expansions calls for
a corridor connecting the rail and convention center to the casinos and the waterfront.
Alternatively it is also viewed as cutting the city in two parts, taking some affordable housing and
ignoring the needs to integrate the rest of the city by screening it off and using a dredged inland
channel like a moat between the new development corridor and the housing project.
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Figure 8.3 A USGS Aerial Photo on 4/7/95 of the Corridor Linking the Convention Center with the
Ocean and Casinos.
Jim and Connie Hughes, a husband wife team who have collaborated on more then 32
books, many in collaboration with George Steinlieb, had this to say about the chances of casinos
helping an area. In "the Atlantic City Gamble," a 1983 analysis of why legalized gambling didn't
fulfill its promise of reviving the seaside resort, they concluded: "The costs of New Jersey's style
of casino gambling as a means of revitalization far outweigh its virtues." 108 William R. Eadington
who directs the Institute for the study of Gambling and Commercial Gaming at the University of
Nevada, Reno, notes "If a jurisdiction relies primarily on economic considerations in approaching
the decision to legalize gambling, there may be a systemic bias that over-emphasizes benefits and
underestimates costs,...(This due to the) non-economic impacts such as social costs linked to
gambling are usually intangible, difficult to measure, and-on the balance-negative."109
""' McGehann, Patrick, Playing the Numbers, Sometimes For Laughs, the Record (Northern New
Jersey), Sect: Business, Page: B 02, 12/13/92,
' Eadington, William R., "The Emergence of Casino Gambling as a Major Factor in Tourism
Markets: Policy Issues and Considerations," Page 8-9, Institute for the Study of Gambling and
Commercial Gaming, University of Nevada, Reno, Nov. '93.
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Figures 8.4 USGS Aerial Photos from 2/12/81 (left) to 4/7/95 (right) contrasting the Greater
Special Improvement District
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Ledyard, Connecticut and Visually Observed Impacts
Changes in Existing Land Use Over Time Due to Foxwoods
Due to FoxWoods' monopolistic nature, visual impacts seen from the air are fairly
concentrated, considering the number of gamblers that visit FoxWoods daily. The complex of
buildings has expanded greatly and there are several large parking lots and garages.
Loss of or Damage to Open Space Limited by Compact Design for Parking and Complex
FoxWoods, in comparison to Coloradan former mining towns, both in the small town
category, has several large parking garages and two main lots. The Pequot casino relies much more
on large tour buses that reduce the number of individual cars and therefore parking spaces that
would be needed to reach the same attendance without the encouragement of mass transit tours.
The casino is now built directly over a large bus unloading area so the building actually becomes the
cover under which passengers get off in all types of weather. There may also be a greater average
number of people per automobile. In either case FoxWoods services an average of 45,000 people
per day with 6,600 slot machines and 9,600 parking spaces, while in Colorado, BlackHawk and
Central City offer generous estimates of averaging 20,000 gamblers per day based on an average of
12,000 vehicle trips per day, and they have over 8,000 slot machines and nearly 13,000 parking
spaces. FoxWoods is most likely drawing much pollution to the area of Ledyard, but if parking is
an indicator, they draw more than twice the people with about 75% of the personal vehicles. They
also fit the parking onto less land, closer to the casino, causing fewer new roads to be built. The
casino structure is very compact for the amount of facilities enclosed within it. The heaviest
impact appears to be on the roads, especially during peak hours and on weekends. Especially hard
hit lately are all the secondary side roads by which people are seeking to escape the traffic on the
main routes.
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3/18/92 3/29/95
Expansion of the FoxWoods
Complex C Parking Duer 3 Years
Source: USGS Aerial photograph
Figures 8.5
Impacts on Rural and Residential Areas of Ledyard
Pollution in the form of exhaust from the vehicles, as well as noise and litter, are strong
impacts to the community. Until the Pequot built their own services such as police, fire, water and
sewage, the community had to provide for these as well as road improvements in many areas the
tribe won't assist with. They are providing many new jobs with better benefits than any of the
other three locations-currently they employ nearly 10,000 people when you include the various
hotel and related staff excluded from the count in Table 7.1 in the last chapter.
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Additions or Expansions to the Mashantucket-Pequot Reservation Lands or Buildings
The Reservation and its newly wealthy members are purchasing a gread deal of land, but
have altered very little of it, preferring to leave it natural and just increase the size of their Tribal
Holdings. Some new Tribal structures have been built on the core Reservation, as mentioned in
Chapter 5. In all, the Tribe has not torn down any buildings, has concentrated construction, and
has been environmentally sensitive in the placement of parking, considering wetlands that are
common in the area. The EPA, as previously stated, may require an Environmental Impact
Statement if the Pequot plan major expansions of the Casino Complex or related activities in the
future.
Villo de Montrial, Quebec, Canada
Casino de Montr6al and Net Impacts to the Area
The Casino has the greatest similarity between the two aerial photos. Little visual change
has taken place, except for a historic structure that has been restored and given a new use that will
assure its long term upkeep. All this activity generated by the casino has now enlivened an area
that was underutilized a large amount of the year due to Montreal's harsh weather.
Parking Lots Minimized Preferring Underground Garage to Preserve Open Space
There are some visible above-ground parking lots around the Casino de Montreal, but
nearly 2,000 spaces have been constructed in a multi-level garage that was then recovered with park
land-this is both hard and expensive when digging on an island below the water table. The result
may not have been the most cost effective on the bottom line but they balanced the need for on-site
parking with community concerns to keep the park lands as undisturbed as feasible. One parking
lot has been constructed about a quarter hour away under a viaduct. Some have complained this
interferes with an adjacent Bike Path that actually leads to the island among other places.
Figure 8.6
Few Impacts on Surrounding Land Uses: Park Acts as Buffer
Parks act as a central resource for the residential, cultural and business areas of town, yet
the park is actually acting as a buffer to these existing land uses, in a similar way that the Pequot
Reservation partially buffers (visually and in other ways) the area of Ledyard from FoxWoods. No
new expansions are planned and would be very difficult given the site conditions and the protective
feelings all Montrealer's have for their parks. Given that they can use them so little of the year due
to winter conditions, they relish the parks and bike paths networking the city during the months
they can. It is interesting to note, in light of this, how many and varied uses they have packed onto
the Parc des iles.
Former site
of the 1967
Worlds Fair
D the 1976
Summer
Olympics
tOATH
Casino de
Montreal
Formerly
the Palias
"*%% de la
Ciualisation
Figure 8.7
"0 Illinois Economic and Fiscal Commission, Wagering in Illinois: A Report Updating the
Economic Impacts Of Gambling Activities, Illinois Economic and Fiscal Commission,
Springfield, IL. (January 1994).
River Boats of Illinois are a Gamble for Success by the State
Illinois entered gambling with riverboats in 1989. By late 1991 large impacts were seen.
The Illinois Economic and Fiscal (bi-partisan state) Commission reported in 1994 that it found
little to no net economic development benefits to the cities and counties hosting these new Casino
River Boats. None of the locations matched the promised projections given at the time the
communities accepted the gambling establishments as to jobs, taxes, impacts and new
businesses." 0
Section IV.
Summary of Physical Impacts, Analysis between Regionally Exclusive & Competitive Casinos
Chapter Nine begins by reviewing the hypotheses behind expected impacts on host
communities based on community size and casino market model. Hypotheses One, Two
and Three are tested against the case analyses from Chapters 7 and 8. The small number of
case studies are inconclusive in numerous individual applications of Hypothesis One and
Two This excludes them as reliable in predicting outcomes from the introduction of a
casino(s) into a host community The first two hypotheses are combined into a matrix,
producing Hypothesis Three. From this, conclusions or rules are drawn and supported by
the physical analysis of the four communities. Is there a difference in the impact of casinos
on smaller towns versus larger urban areas? What is the difference in physical displacement
on communities between monopolistic casinos and their competitive casino counterparts?
In combining these two questions or criteria, a whole additional level of questions arise that
need analysis to resolve.
Chapter 9.
Comparing Casino Markets:Varying Degrees of Impact Predictability & Control
There are two axes to the matrix central in defining four different casino-community models
studied in this thesis. These two axes are based each on an individual hypothesis to be tested.
- Hypothesis One: Larger urban communities are most able to accept a casino industry. Inversely,
smaller communities are least able, due to poorer access, reduced infrastructure capacity and
fewer resources to handle the added demand.
- Hypothesis Two: Regionally monopolistic casino models have the least physical impact on the
land and displace less of the natural and/or built environment, and the lack of capitalistic forces
which causes competition and inefficiency aids monopolistic host communities in controlling
location and compactness of operation, as an incentive to balance profit motive with community
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issues. In contrast, competitive casino communities cause stronger profit motive that overcome
surrounding interests, producing both inefficiency and sprawl.
When these two hypotheses are combined, they form both the matrix and an additional,
more complex hypothesis to be tested. This combination of hypotheses defines the four host
community models based on this matrix.
Expected Outcomes
Model: Regional Monopolistic Casino Market: Competitive Casino Market:
Large Urban-Monopolistic: (Casino de Montreal, Qu6bec) Urban-Competitive: (Atlantic City, NJ)
Urban - Greatest physical adaptation to existing access - Second greatest physical adaptation to existing
Context modes, municipal infrastructure, and services. access, city infrastructure, and services.
- Greatest concentration of land use impacts, with - Third in efficient use of the land and resources,
broadest planning control available. planning controls and revitalization.
Sm all Town-Monopolistic: (FoxWoods, Ledyard, CT) Town-Competitive: (BlackHawk/Central City)
Town - Third best physical adaptation to smaller access - Least physical adaptation to existing access,
Context network, infrastructure, and services. infrastructure, and services.
- Second most efficient or compact use of the land - Least efficient and compact land and resource
and resources. Second best planning controls. use, least planning controls available.
Table 9.1
- Hypothesis Three: Regionally monopolistic casino models in larger urban areas have the best
suited infrastructure while being motivated to balance profit considerations with physical impact
and inefficient displacement of existing land uses. In contrast, competitive market casinos in a
small town are least fit to find adequate access, infrastructure and amenities, yet are motivated by
profit incentive to expand and compete. In addition, the small community can expect the greatest
amount of displacement of existing open space or other land uses, and the least amount of control
over expansion, compared with monopolistic operations.
Casino community locations with a combination of criteria falling somewhere within these
two extremes may expect to receive results ranging between these two outcomes. Large host
communities with competitive casinos expect increased access and infrastructure compared to
small communities and decreased efficiency and compactness of operations than monopolistic
communities. In contrast, a small hosting community with a monopolistic casino expects
decreased access and infrastructure compared with large host communities, while anticipating
increased efficiency and compactness of development over competitive casino markets.
In light of the previous analyses carried out on the four chosen cases, these three
hypotheses are tested against the results of the community and casino research and analysis.
- Hypothesis One: Larger urban communities are more able to accept a casino industry. Inversely,
smaller communities are less able, due to poorer access, reduced infrastructure capacity and fewer
resources, to handle the added demand.
Two of the four cases are only minimally conclusive. The Pequot Reservation has shown
over time and with abundant money, that it could become self sufficient. It has built its own fire
station, medical center, sewage treatment and water supply facilities. FoxWoods has made thirteen
million dollars in improvements to roads and intersections beyond the Reservation boundaries.
Ledyard, as a small town, should be heavily impacted by traffic and infrastructure increases
generated by FoxWoods. However, FoxWoods has been able to meet most infrastructure and
service demands, and although traffic isn't perfect, the system is workable. Yet this is a small town
with a constant 15,000 people for over fifteen years.
In the case of Atlantic City, an urban monopolistic casino market where the population has
been in decline since 1920, this hypothesis based on community size is less applicable due to the
population instability. Impacts are much harder to measure or observe with so many other forces
causing decline, even before the introduction of casinos. Some impacts can largely be attributed to
the dominance of the casino industry in Atlantic City. For example, the city only recently
constructed a badly needed large sewage treatment facility due to added demands from the
sprawling nature of the casino/hotel industry that defines this community. In this case transit and
access are adequate but infrastructure has not met demand, even though it is a large city.
Hypothesis One, based on community size, proves inconclusive for these two cases.
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In contrast, the above hypothesis holds true for the other two communities, except that
each host community illustrates opposite ends of the spectrum. BlackHawk and Central City
follow the dictum of inadequacy of small cities to support casinos. Access, transportation, sewage
treatment, water capacity, and municipal services all were insufficient. Access problems are largely
uncorrectable. The narrow two-lane road is bounded by cliffs or the North Clear Creek which
continues down into Denver. The casinos could easily use a four-lane highway due to the number
of gamblers they attract. According to one engineer, the only way a four-lane road could be built is
if they stack two lanes on top of each other. This is cost prohibitive. In an additional
infrastructure issue, they have had to build a sewage treatment facility to handle roughly 20 times
the original capacity intended when the state wide referendum on casino gambling was passed.
Both communities have also had to vastly expand their potable water capacities.
On the opposite end of the spectrum, Montreal, with its metropolitan population of
around three million people, easily accepts the moderately sized Casino de Montr6al. Sited on one
of two islands formerly used for the 1967 World's Fair and the 1976 Summer Olympics, the
Casino de Montreal has succeeded in saving the historic structural gift from France, the Palais de la
Civilisation. Due to existing recreational uses on the two islands and the limited capacity of the
former Palais de la Civilisation's structure, the Casino de Montr6al is limited in size and in its
capacity to expand in the future. Often in the past, it was believed that if you loved an area, you
shouldn't put a casino near it, because the casino would change the atmosphere of anything it was
near. The Casino de Montreal appears to have proved this wrong. These two islands are
considered jewels at the center of Montreal's recreation and tourism industry, and yet Loto-
Quebec and Montreal dared to locate the casino in the middle, potentially endangering the
surrounding areas. However, due to several issues including the ability of the site to handle the
provincially controlled casino, it is considered a grand success. In these two extreme cases of
Quebec and Colorado, the above hypothesis proved a good predictor of impacts.
Casino scale is an important determinant of impacts on host communities. There is a
positive correlation in the appropriate size of a casino depending on the size of the host
community.
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- Hypothesis Two: Regionally monopolistic casino models have less physical impact on the land
and displace less of the natural and/or built environment than private or corporate competitive
casino models. This is due to capitalistic forces causing a stronger profit motive over community
issues and sprawl among competing casinos. Additionally, the lack of capitalistic forces causes
competition, allowing the monopoly, by definition, to dictate location and scale of operation, and
offers a motive to balance profit motive with.
This hypothesis also has proven an inconclusive predictor of casinos to fit with two of the
chosen casino communities. In the cases of FoxWoods and Atlantic City, there is enough
contradictory evidence to at least question the above hypothesis. FoxWoods, for example, has
constructed many satellite parking lots and has grown in three years to become the largest casino in
the world. They have plans to add 3,500 to 4,500 paved parking spaces. Not only is there this
direct effect, but secondary effects have included purchasing large tracts of land to add to their
reservation, including whole subdivisions. This has displaced residents of Ledyard. However, this
is an effect of the Tribe's newfound wealth, not of the monopolistic casino. FoxWoods, as a
monopolistic casino, following the hypothesis above, shouldn't have impacted the land as strongly
as it has proven to. Yet it continues to grow.
Atlantic City, as a competitive casino market model, was legalized in New Jersey in 1976
with the promise of providing unique ways of revitalizing needy areas of the city. To this day,
little positive effect has taken place on the surrounding neighborhoods. The casinos have taken
over the entire oceanfront, displacing most of the businesses that previously existed. To an even
greater degree, land speculation has additionally affected the blocks directly behind this row of
casinos. However, recently a Special Improvement District (SID) has been formed and within one
year has been credited with completely transforming the waterfront. Improvements have been
profound, but limited only to this district. The surrounding residential areas within Atlantic City
still show major signs of decay and deterioration. Additionally, the bordering city blocks behind
the casinos largely remain cleared of buildings with no plans in sight for future development. In
this way, Atlantic City as a competitive casino market should have shown the greater effect on all
the land, either in additional buildings or sprawl. As illustrated by neither negative nor positive
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impact on the surrounding residential areas and the buffering blocks, the only major areas the
casinos have impacted is the land they occupy.
Atlantic City, as a competitive casino market, and FoxWoods, as a monopolistic casino,
both show enough contradictory evidence to call into question the above hypothesis on casino
market models for these two cases. In the opposing cases of BlackHawk/Central City and Casino
de Montr6al, casino market models prove to be much better predictors of impact and displacement
on a host community.
BlackHawk and Central City, as towns with both privately and corporate owned
competitive casinos, have shown, from the day they opened, an ability to occupy every bit of land
zoned available. Originally, these two towns had a seasonally diverse base of stores, restaurants,
and other businesses. Within months of passage of the referendum legalizing casinos, all
commercially zoned land had largely become casinos. Although zoning limits the area in which
gaming can take place in both these towns, secondary effects reach far beyond these zones.
Citizens had to travel more than 45 miles to get to a gas station, store, or laundromat. Casinos
displaced them all. The towns are now incorporating and zoning new land on which to build new
residential units, retail and service businesses to replace the ones that were closed. In BlackHawk,
this is being planned up on Miner's Mesa, displacing both recently constructed satellite parking
and additional forested areas. The parking up top is underutilized due to the preference of patrons
to park in town. Subsequently, casinos have found it necessary to provide parking directly
adjacent to their establishments in order to remain competitive. With the shortage of available land
in BlackHawk and Central City, some casinos have blasted entire sections of mountainsides away
to produce parking for their patrons, sometimes approaching a cost of 80,000 dollars per space.
Where space is limited, they make more. Whether displacing former residents, old commercial
buildings, open space, or the side of a mountain, BlackHawk in particular has changed greatly since
casinos were introduced. When Casino de Montreal was introduced on the ile de Notr6-Dame,
virtually nothing was displaced.
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According to the hypotheses derived from the casino market model, the Casino de Montr6al
would be expected to displace the least amount of its surrounding environment. This holds true.
The casino is surrounded by existing recreational uses, leaving little space for expansion. Owned
by the Province of Qu6bec, and operated by a subsidiary of Loto-Quebec, the government owned
monopolistic operation pumped 100 million Canadian dollars into the original renovation and
subsequently has spent 75 million Canadian dollars more in underground and on site expansions.
The current facility is largely at capacity, with more than 2,000 parking spaces below ground, one-
thousand, 1,835 slot machines and 105 other games of chance. Not only does all this fit into the
site of the former Palais de la Civilisation, but it has also restored this deteriorating French gift to
Montreal's 1967 World's Fair, and subsidizes maintenance of other non-income producing parts of
the Parc des iles. Due to the limited size of the casino-the smallest of the four casinos
communities compared here-and its future limitations on expansion, Casino de Montreal has
minimal effect on its host city. In this case, Montr6al follows the hypothesis that there is less
displacement of the existing environment from a government owned monopolistic casino.
Hypothesis One and Hypothesis Two have both proven true in the cases of
BlackHawk/Central City and Casino de Montreal, but inconclusive in Atlantic City and
FoxWoods. Individually these hypotheses cannot be relied upon as predictors of either impacts to
the land or displacement of the existing built or natural contexts from the introduction of casino
economies into the host community. As individual variables, these hypotheses don't stand.
Combining the two hypotheses into a matrix will obviously not affect the two cases that already
proved predictable by either previous hypothesis. However, in combination the hypotheses may
gain predictability in those cases that formerly proved less conclusive (Atlantic City, FoxWoods).
Matrix of Increased Predictability
- Hypothesis Three: Regionally monopolistic casino models scaled for larger urban areas have the
best suited infrastructure while being motivated to balance profit motive with physical impact
and efficient use of existing land and resources. In contrast, a competitive market of private or
corporate owned casinos in a small town is most prone to find inadequate access, infrastructure,
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and amenities, yet is motivated by profit incentive to expand and compete. The small community
can expect the greatest amount of displacement of existing open space or other land uses and the
least amount of control over industry expansion, compared with monopolistic control. Casino
community cases with a combination of criteria falling somewhere between these two cases may
expect to receive results ranging between these two extreme outcomes.
For example, communities containing government owned monopolistic casinos, more of the
resort type, in smaller communities may expect to struggle with poorer infrastructure and access,
but being answerable to the tax payers would strive to balance the profit motive with the other
needs of the town, to keep sprawl and expansion minimal. However, due to lower land costs,
densities, and fewer voters in a small town, the urge to expand a profitable operation by a state or
province is more likely than in the urban context, where sprawl and growth is counteracted by
higher land values, a greater number of constituencies, and often higher densities of existing uses,
limiting site locations and expansion even further.
Location is important. There are many parts of larger urban areas that are inappropriate for
even an appropriately scaled monopolistic casino. Good access and parking must be contended
with in addition to water and waste hookup and capacity. For example, in Boston the Dudley or
Franklin Field areas would be inappropriate. Maybe an edge of Chelsea would work. Possibly a
seasonal operation with patron access only by boat, on our Long Island, with supplies accessible
from the Long Island Bridge-maybe this could work, with profits largely going to rebuild and
sustain the New Boston Harbor Island's Federal Park and restore the many deteriorating historic
forts and other structures.
Due to the political nature of having a government as owner of monopolistic casinos,
politicians, answerable to the public, have motivation to balance other community issues with the
incentive to increase profit at the cost of the community's impact. FoxWoods exemplifies this,
especially since the Tribe's sovereign lands are so small. The new monopolistic casino in Hull,
Qu6bec is in a fairly small town, and was built on plenty of land with future expansion in mind.
Hull's location bordering Ontario and the U.S. make this casino the first one likely to pass the 50%
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threshold of patrons from beyond Qu6bec's border, bring more money in from outside the province
than currency recirculated from within. If successful, the casino at Hull will almost surely expand.
Gained Consistency in Predicting Casino Impact and Displacement
Of the four casino community models developed under the matrix, two communities
consistently were predictable under the previous assumptions. Casino de Montr6al and
BlackHawk/Central City illustrate these extremes. In expectations with an appropriately scaled
competitive casino market, impacts under this matrix would likewise be proportionally acceptable.
However, competitive markets have shown inefficiency in the use of labor, productivity of
machines and inland use. Atlantic City and BlackHawk/Cental City are both negative illustrations
that prove how overscaled casino operations inundate land use in these communities. The matrix,
however, adds the knowledge that Atlantic City is more appropriately suited for transportation
access and the added demand on infrastructure from casinos, while BlackHawk and Central City, as
expected, have proportionally extreme inadequacies in transit access and have spent millions to
begin resolving other infrastructure and service inadequacies. In the case of the these former mining
towns, the original intention of legalizing gambling was to solve some infrastructure problems.
With the introduction and growth of casinos into an industry, these infrastructure problems have
grown in cost some ten to twenty fold. The adequacy of transit access modes and impacts on a
community's existing land use context of the four chosen cases prove consistently predictable
when using the matrix.
Changes in the Use of Land, Caused by Casinos: Atlantic City & FoxWoods
In regards to displacement of existing natural or built environments, the matrix derived from
the first two hypotheses also proves a fair predictor for the four case studies. FoxWoods in
Ledyard, Connecticut, and Atlantic City, New Jersey, both have predictably high levels of
displacement, but for different reasons. Atlantic City, as a competitive casino model community,
shows displacement as described above due to its capitalist nature in spite of fairly high land values
which tend to limit expansion of development. In contrast, it is due to the inexpensive price of
land around the Pequot Reservation and the wealth casinos have given the Fox People that they
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increasingly purchase much of the land extending now into three towns. With the exception of the
casino and related facilities, the Pequot have made very few changes to the majority of the land
they purchase. Although these purchases may displace some local tax-paying residents of
Ledyard, what displacement takes place is due more to the imbalance in large volume of visitors at
FoxWoods dominating Ledyard roads and motivating expansion of parking sites. There is one
further difference inherent in the Pequot Reservation.
Tribal Nations Differ From States & Provinces
The Pequot Reservation in Ledyard, like many throughout the country, is considered a
Sovereign Tribal Nation by federal law. In reality there are problems in comparisons with other
political bodies like whole states or provinces due to scale and the balance of State's rights versus
Tribal Nation rights. With regards to scale, the 350 members of the Mashantucket-Pequot Tribe
possess astounding power as one of the largest contributors to Connecticut's tax base and the
largest employers in Eastern Connecticut, in addition to being highly politically active. As the
largest and most profitable casino in the world, FoxWoods has additionally invested in many other
regional businesses and ventures. Profit this year is estimated to be 400 million dollars after all
expenses. While a state or province answers to the voters of a fairly wide area in theory, the
Reservation's borders are so close that it is impossible for the Pequot not to succeed at the greater
than 50% of external customer base rule. According to Micky Brown, President/Chief Executive
Officer of FoxWoods Resort Casino, only 50% of the customers at FoxWoods come from within
Connecticut. However, there is no verification on this statistic as Tribal Casinos are only required
to disclose data that is agreed to in a compact with the host State. If this data is accurate it is
highly convenient, since it means, by the 50% rule, that the State is breaking even. There is far less
motivation for Reservations to be concerned with displacement or any impacts to the surrounding
communities, than for a Province like Qu6bec, which must balance a casino's greater success with
expanded scale, to the detriment of the local city or town.
Of course there are state and regional political bodies of great power and buffered by
appointment and not election, that tend to ignore all effects of their actions on communities,
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whether the previously mentioned "urban renewal" of Boston's Northwest or Southwest Corridor
Residential Communities and Scolley Square by the early BRA, or the current Mass-Port or Mass-
Pike Authorities. All of these bodies subsequently have again smaller borders to the areas for
which they are responsible, ignoring adjacent areas. This is mentioned as a warning against opening
local casinos without some State oversight. A balance from a wider perspective needs maintaining.
The Matrix as Predictor of Probable Displacement and Land Use Changes
In Atlantic City and Ledyard, displacement of land uses was found to exist, but for
different reasons. In the cases of Montreal and BlackHawk/Central City, the combined hypotheses
are even more clear in illustrating predicted impacts. Due to the forces behind each founding
hypothesis, when combined they show that BlackHawk and Central City reasonably expects
greater decentralization and displacement of existing land uses. The original lower price of land in
the dying communities and the competitive casino model they chose work together to continually
force one casino to compete against the other, consuming more land resources. Casinos, as the
most profitable of land uses, demand precedence over other land uses, thus pushing out existing
businesses of all types. This is historically illustrated by these two communities. In a more urban
area, the competing land uses drive up the price of real estate as one force to limit sprawl. If
BlackHawk and Central City had chosen monopolistic casinos, impacts to the land would have
been maintained to a much greater extent. However, with their current competitive small town
casinos, and access to a large customer base in Denver, the matrix and assumptions initially set
forth predict this outcome. Inversely, but just as predictably, Casino de Montreal fits its context
with a strong level of predictability.
In Montreal, the introduction of a casino was preceded by both a city wide and a
community master plan, each calling for better care and renovation of the Palais de la Civilisation.
However both plans acknowledged the lack of funds to carry out an appropriate restoration. Any
new use would have to produce enough income to restore and maintain the facility. In accordance
with the matrix and its shaping forces (urban and monopolistic), this casino is located on some of
the most expensive real estate in the region. This is why, for one example, they built levels of
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parking underneath the facility and bus the workers in from a satellite parking lot twenty minutes
away, instead of paving the surrounding area and creating a giant parking lot. The value of the land
and pre-existing uses has kept the casino facility very compact. Reinforcing this is its
monopolistic market status. If they had chosen a competitive model, each demanding its own
building and parking facilities, then the City of Montr6al would have given up much of its control
over the many possible impacts and displacements produced by casinos illustrated by the other
three cases. In combination, the compacting force of a monopoly and the higher values of land and
pre-existing uses found in larger municipalities, leaves few options from the outcome that was
produced.
By combining the individual hypotheses into a matrix and understanding some of the forces
behind them, such as land value and the struggle for balance between profit incentive and changes to
the surrounding environment, predictability of impacts is also strengthened. These four cases
illustrate a good fit with the matrix and represent a wide variety of other possible casino
community models, however, there are many other forces behind casinos shaping communities that
have not been represented here. However, in reviewing many casino community models across
North America, the matrix has proved to be a fairly accurate predictor of physical impacts and
displacement of existing building and land uses in the majority of cases.
Additional Interdependent Variables Found Important to Predictability
Value of Surrounding Land
The value of land in the adjacent areas had an effect on several of the cases, if not all.
Whether relating to higher taxes from increased assessments of the value of land, or in large cities
the already increased value in some areas which acts as an economic force compacting development
in tight areas, the value of land is a primary factor in either minimizing or allowing expanded
impacts from the introduction of a casino. In Montreal, the existing land uses and high value of
prime land forced expensive construction of underground parking below the water table of the ile de
Notre-Dame, in this latest 75 million Canadian dollar expansion of the casino. However in
FoxWoods, little to do with the expansion of the casino, the newfound wealth of the Pequot Tribal
People, the previous and current regional loss of jobs causing people to sell their land and move
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elsewhere to find jobs, and lower land values due to the rural environment-all these are causing the
Tribe and its members to buy up land in expanding their reservation. Due to increases in traffic,
the casino has most likely impacted the residences along these busier roads in addition to providing
the wealth with which the Fox People are purchasing land and businesses. Taxation on speculative
vacant land or closed buildings in both Atlantic City, New Jersey, and BlackHawk/Central City,
Colorado, have caused problems with producing a stable financial environment in which a
developer or investor feels safe, especially in Colorado, where the state is constantly varying the
rates of casino taxation and the lower priced land in the small mountain towns, makes it much
easier for anyone to enter the game by purchasing key bits of land, then holding out for an investor
who wants the land on both sides. Land value allows for greater sprawl of development when the
price is low, in contrast to the situation in Montreal.
Scale of Casino in Contrast to Scale of Host Community Size
Although there are two other casinos in Quebec, at Hull and at Point-au-Pic, the smaller
scale of the Casino de Montreal in contrast to the three million metropolitan population partially
assures a lower impact on the whole area. Their gutsy siting of the casino in the center of activity
with all its existing transit including a subway stop, instead of in the most worn-down part of town
as we often have in the U.S., shows intelligence, as does their conscious decision to keep the scale
of the casino limited so as to remain in balance with the rest of the area's uses. In contrast, as
illustrated by the efficiency of the machines and increased need for parking spaces per gambler, the
other three locations, especially in Colorado, show great increases in impacts to their host areas
compared to Montreal. If the number of gamblers in relation to the number of slot machines,
employees and parking places are any indicator, the monopolistic locations, especially Casino de
Montreal, are very efficient in contrast to the competitive locations. One might expect, for
example, that FoxWoods would need more parking per gambler than Atlantic City with its bus
station, airport, train station and better roads, but for the number of visitors, FoxWoods provides
only one space for every four and two-thirds gamblers while Atlantic City, with a private garage
for each casino, provides better than one space for every two gamblers-not including street
parking and private lots.
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The difference in the below table is the inclusion of proportionality of the casino operation
to its context and indirect effects of land value as a force shaping the impact casino(s) have upon
introduction to a community.
Outcome Prediction Matrix
Types: Monopolistic Casino Scaled to Competitive Casinos for
Regional Market : Regional Market :
Large-Urban with Monopolistic-Casino: Large-Urban with Competitive-Casinos:
Large * (Approaching 10 in Canada, No true ones in U.S.) (Includes Las Vegas, Atlantic City, Reno, Laughlin)
Urban - Greatest physical adaptation to existing access - Second greatest physical adaptation to existing
Context modes, municipal infrastructure, and services. * access, city infrastructure, and services. *
- Greatest concentration of land use impacts, with - Third in efficient use of the land and resources,
broadest planning control available. 0 planning controls and revitalization. 0
Small-Town with Monopolistic-Casino: Small-Town with Competitive-Casinos:
Small * (Mostly on Reservations in U.S. not full sovereign) (Low land value can cause less stable development.)
Town - Third best physical adaptation to smaller access Least physical adaptation to existing access
Context network, infrastructure, and services. * modes, town infrastructure, and services. *
- Second most efficient or compact use of the land - Least efficient and compact land and resource use,
and resources. Second best planning controls. least planning controls available.
Table 9.2
Conclusions and Limited Wider Applicability
The more tightly limited an area for gambling and the more unified the ownership and
control, then the higher the local level of control on impacts to land usage. Government owned
monopoly casinos are the height of this localized placement and centralized control. It is my
conclusion that if these cases show these expected changes of land use impact correlating positively
to centralization of casino control and operation, and a positive correlation between increased
stress on physical impact and infrastructure as the size of the community gets smaller, then
without having proven true causality, at a minimum, suspicions should be heightened for other
casino host communities. In these four cases, the criteria set forth can at least be considered
contributory in predicting final outcomes.
Trouble in analysis has one common defect in both competitive towns but not in both
monopolistic locations. Both of the competitive casino community markets are largely single
industry towns where the monopolistic oriented casino communities like FoxWoods would suffer
minimally if they were to close down today. Montreal has many other attributes going for it, but
Atlantic City, and BlackHawk/Central City would suffer immensely if the casinos were to close
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down. This diversity of the host community becomes an additional perimeter to complicate
predictability of impacts if the community is already unhealthy in an urban planning sense. One
can envision additional exceptions to the above predictability; for example, a government-run resort
casino sited near a major interstate with most needed amenities could in theory produce very few
impacts and displace few existing uses. Or in a competitive market of casinos in a large town, one
would expect more control over impacts and sprawl than the cheaper land found outside the city,
but an urban area is usually better prepared for the impacts with better access and infrastructure, as
in Atlantic City. However, in general as this matrix was informally tested using the aggregated
casino community database developed during the research phase, the actual outcomes were seldom
different than expected outcomes. This is still based upon the four assumptions stipulated in
Chapter 1. As the matrix and its supporting third hypothesis and assumptions have proven
limitedly helpful in predicting the impact and displacement from the introduction of a casino(s)
into a host community, a rule is drawn from this gained predictability of physical impacts.
For the limited prediction of impacts to host communities by the introduction of casinos, a
variation of the Matrix is used (Table 9.2), developed from two criteria of community size (large or
small) and casino market status (monopolistic or competitive), and presupposing: first, that there is
access to at least two million people within an hour and a half; second, that ownership or enabling
control of regionally monopolistic casinos rests with a government and/or tribal nation (but not
necessarily operated by them); third, that regional monopolistic casinos reside in one clustered area
per region; and fourth, that riverboat casinos are excluded due to their ability to lift anchor and
move away. It further introduces scale and proportionallity of the casino size to its host
community as factors.
Four differing casino host community types are represented by the matrix: small-town-
competitive, large-urban-competitive, small-town-regionally-monopolistic, large-urban-regionally-
monopolistic. Evidence indicates that the small-town-competitive casino hosting communities tend
to have the least prepared access and infrastructure, and the least control over land development
and use changes. The large-urban-competitive casinos hosting communities demonstrate the
second highest levels of access but the third greatest levels of displacement and hampering of land
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use control issues. Small-town-regionally-monopolistic casino hosting communities have the third
least impacts on access and infrastructure, but ranked second greatest in the level of compactness
of development land use control. Finally, large-urban-regionally-monopolistic casino hosting
communities are the most suited to their context, showing only moderate added demand on access,
the physical environment and infrastructure, with the least displacement of existing land uses.
Success of the combination of monopoly and large urban status, is due both to usually
existing access and infrastructure capacity synonymous with areas of cities that might be
considered for locating a casino, and to competing land uses increasing land value in the best
locations economically increasing pressure for efficiency and compactness. This is especially
evident when taking into account the added but inseparably related issues of the casino's
proportional scale to its urban context, and the level of care shown to the neighboring areas causing
some balancing of priorities between profits and impacts.
In a brief comparison with other casino hosting communities, the matrix appeared to work
well. At a minimum for these four case communities, the variables of casino market monopoly
status and host community size together can be considered contributory as a predictor of the extent
of expected physical impacts on access, infrastructure, and land use changes, due to the
introduction of a casino(s). The matrix can be used as a reliable predictor for assessing impact and
displacement for these four cases, and possibly for wider application. In a national five year study
set up to give more accurate or rational basis for making decisions about inclusion or exclusion of
gambling, the studies director, Professor Robert Goodman says "Our study didn't take a moral
position for or against gambling, but its conclusions turned out to be critical of gambling as a tool to
revitalize depressed communities.""' This research concurs with Professor Goodman with a few
exceptions. Efforts were made to attempt as unbiased a look at the industry, via the four case
studies and variables, as possible. In the case of monopolistic casinos in proportionally large
". Goodman, Robert; The Luck Business: The Devastating Consequences And Broken Promises
Of America's Gambling Explosion, Preface, Page vii, Martin Kessler Books, The Free Press
(Simon & Schuster Inc., New York), ©1995.
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urban areas, impacts have been minimized enough in some cases to keep an open, but cautious
mind to future casino development.
112 Knolan, Martin F., Weld sees Votes in Those New Casinos, Boston Globe, (August 29th,
1994).
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The Governor of Massachusetts View On Gambling
The Massachusetts Wampanoag Indian Tribe have a slot machine and they say, "it's
completely idiot-proof." "I told them they had it all wrong," replied William F. Weld, the
Governor of Massachusetts. "I want a machine that's idiot-friendly.".11 2
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